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Abstract

Most organizations rely on managers to identify talented workers, but worker de-
partures can be costly and managers are typically not rewarded for developing talent.
Consequently, managers may have incentives to hoard talented workers, jeopardizing
the efficient allocation of talent within firms. This study demonstrates the existence
of talent hoarding by using the universe of application and hiring decisions at a large
manufacturing firm. When managers rotate to a new position and temporarily stop
hoarding talent, workers’ applications for promotions increase by 128%, suggesting
that managers deter a large group of workers from applying. Talent hoarding leads
to misallocation of talent within the firm and is particularly consequential for women.
Marginal female applicants, who would not have applied in the absence of manager ro-
tations, are almost twice as likely to land a promotion, and ultimately outperform their
male counterparts in their new positions. These findings demonstrate the importance
of applications as a mediating mechanism for talent hoarding: the gender gap in career
progression among marginal applicants is 91% smaller than in the counterfactual in
which they do not apply.
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1 Introduction

Firms must continually decide how to allocate workers to jobs, a process which has significant
implications for firm productivity. However, firms cannot perfectly observe worker skill,
leading most firms to rely on managers to identify talented subordinates. Since managers
are usually not compensated for the potential loss of talent in their teams, managers have an
incentive to hoard talent. Survey evidence suggests that talent hoarding is common: over half
of US firms report that managers hoard subordinates (I4CP 2016) and employees in a third
of US firms feel the need to keep internal applications secret from their managers out of fear
of negative repercussions (Korn Ferry 2015). These statistics suggest that talent hoarding
may lead to substantial misallocation of talent in firms. Moreover, talent hoarding may have
a disproportionate impact along gender lines and perpetuate existing gender inequality in
the labor market.1

Despite the likely importance of talent hoarding for worker outcomes, remarkably little
empirical work on the causes and consequences of talent hoarding has been conducted in
economics, likely because of data limitations. As in other settings with asymmetric informa-
tion, studying talent hoarding requires the ability to compare private and public knowledge
of worker talent in order to identify instances in which managers hoard talented subordi-
nates, which is rarely observable in real-world settings. Examining the impacts of talent
hoarding on workers also requires plausibly exogenous variation in hoarding.

This study overcomes the challenges faced by previous research by combining a new
identification strategy that leverages quasi-random variation in workers’ exposure to talent
hoarding with a rich dataset of personnel records from a large manufacturing firm. To
quantify the impacts of hoarding, I study managers’ rotations to new positions within the
firm, which create a temporary cessation of talent hoarding. I show that talent hoarding
causes substantial misallocation of talent by deterring a large group of high-quality workers
from getting promoted. Moreover, hoarding has significantly larger consequences on women’s
careers, exacerbating gender inequality in representation and pay at the firm. By comparing
managers’ private and public signals of worker talent in my data, I am able to explicitly
measure one key dimension of talent hoarding – managers’ suppression of worker visibility –
allowing me to demonstrate which factors influence managers’ decisions to hoard talent.

To motivate my analysis, I outline a simple conceptual framework that provides a for-
mal definition of talent hoarding as managers’ propensity to keep workers on their teams
by diminishing their likelihood of promotion. A firm seeks to identify the most productive
workers to promote to managerial positions in order to maximize total firm productivity.
However, worker productivity is only observed by direct supervisors. Consequently, the firm
relies on managers’ reports of worker talent to make promotion decisions. Since manager
utility is tied to team productivity and there is imperfect oversight, managers have an in-

1Previous work has indicated gender differences in preferences (Bertrand 2011). For instance, women
may have a higher distaste for confrontation with managers, which would exacerbate the effects of talent
hoarding.
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centive to hoard workers in their teams. The framework predicts that managers engage in
more hoarding when workers are particularly productive, worker departure is costlier (e.g.
if replacing a worker is more difficult), and managers bear low personal costs to hoard.

I provide empirical evidence of talent hoarding using personnel records from a large man-
ufacturing firm that employs multiple hundreds of thousands of workers. In order to examine
internal career progression to higher-level positions, I focus my analysis on the firm’s largest
internal labor market, consisting of over 30,000 white-collar and management employees in
Germany. My sample captures more than 200 occupations, ranging from technical posi-
tions in engineering to support functions such as HR and finance, and is comparable to the
workforce of other large German firms.

A large-scale survey of the firm’s employees indicates that talent hoarding is both common
and viewed by employees as highly impactful. The survey of employees received a 50.0%
response rate, yielding over 15,000 responses. Employees report that managers’ attempts to
keep workers in their teams take form in a range of actions, including underrating worker
ability, restricting access to high-visibility projects, and explicitly discouraging workers from
applying to internal positions. Consequently, 41% of respondents indicate that they are
afraid to apply to internal positions, fearing negative repercussions. These reported views of
talent hoarding concord with my conceptual framework, in which managers diminish workers’
promotion probability out of the team.

The richness of the data allows me to directly measure one key dimension of talent
hoarding, that is managers’ suppression of worker visibility. Specifically, I predict managers’
hoarding type by comparing managers’ private and public signals of worker talent. As
in many other organizations, managers simultaneously evaluate workers’ past performance
and future potential for higher-level positions. While performance ratings are meant for
managers to provide task-specific feedback to workers and are typically not shared with
others, potential ratings are explicitly designed to be public signals of worker talent and
are widely circulated within the firm. In order to capture different manager types, I define
managers’ hoarding propensity as the within-manager mean difference between the actual
potential ratings they assign to workers and the predicted potential ratings one would expect
based on managers’ own assessment of worker performance and worker characteristics. This
hoarding measure is robust over time, independent of managers’ ability to assess talent, and
strongly correlated with workers’ realized visibility at the firm.

I measure the impacts of talent hoarding on a range of worker outcomes capturing labor
supply decisions, job hierarchy, and earnings. Like many organizations, the firm requires
employees to actively apply for positions in order to make an internal job transition. Con-
sequently, the data capture the universe of internal applications and hiring decisions and
allow me to separately analyze labor supply and labor demand factors of job transitions. In
addition, I am able to construct a new measure of internal job hierarchy that distinguishes
lateral job transitions from promotions. Unlike most previous measures of job hierarchy, this
measure is granular, comparable across parallel job ladders, and is not based on employee
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pay.
I use quasi-random variation in workers’ exposure to manager rotation to determine the

impacts of talent hoarding on workers’ career progression. A manager rotation is an instance
in which a team’s direct supervisor leaves the team for another position in the firm. When a
manager rotates, the manager no longer bears the cost of workers departing from their team
and therefore does not have an incentive to hoard talent. Consequently, workers can apply
to new positions without fear of retaliation. Analyzing application behavior during a man-
ager rotation quantifies the impacts of talent hoarding on worker applications. Empirically,
experiencing a manager rotation doubles workers’ internal applications in the same quarter.
This finding indicates that managers have substantial influence on workers’ internal careers.2

A number of facts support a causal interpretation of the effect of manager rotations on
worker outcomes. First, I limit my analysis to rotation events in which managers leave
their team in order to make an internal job switch within the firm. Restricting attention
to internal switches, which are part of managers’ routine career progression at the firm,
focuses the analysis on manager-induced variation that is plausibly orthogonal to worker
characteristics. An event study regression of workers’ internal applications on manager
rotation further supports the random assignment assumption by documenting the absence
of pre-trends in workers’ applications before managers announce their departure from the
team. In addition, I show that managers’ applications for job rotations only increase workers’
applications if managers are successful and actually leave the team.

Following the predictions of my conceptual framework, I provide several pieces of direct
evidence that talent hoarding is the key mechanism underlying the effects of manager ro-
tations. First, I show that manager rotation only temporarily increases applications, which
revert to baseline levels soon after a new manager takes over. Second, I show that talent
hoarding only affects internal job transitions within the firm, but not external job transi-
tions out of the firm. Third, I find significantly larger impacts on applications for workers
who experience higher levels of talent hoarding. These differences are evident in heterogene-
ity analysis comparing workers along three dimensions that capture differences in hoarding:
worker quality, the costliness of workers’ departure, and the hoarding propensity of the
rotating manager. Fourth, workers are more strongly deterred from applying to highly se-
lective positions (e.g. major promotions) which have lower hiring likelihoods and therefore
carry a greater risk of manager retaliation following an unsuccessful application. Taken to-
gether, these findings imply that managers hoarding talent is a key mechanism that impacts
worker outcomes. These patterns rule out alternative explanations, such as worker loyalty,
manager-worker specific match effects, and role model effects.

My findings show that talent hoarding deters a large group of workers from applying
and ultimately from getting promoted. Manager rotations increase workers’ applications for

2The increase in workers’ applications induced by manager rotations is driven by workers’ applications for
out-of-team transitions. While in theory manager rotation could also increase worker applications because
workers apply for the manager’s old position or the manager takes workers with them to the new team, such
instances occur in less than 3% of applications in my sample.
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major promotions in the same quarter by 128%.3 Quarterly promotion rates are four times
higher among workers who experience a manager rotation. To assess to what extent hoarding
causes misallocation of talent at the firm, I instrument for workers’ applications with manager
rotations to estimate the probability of landing a major promotion. By estimating the hiring
probability of marginal applicants, who would not have applied in absence of a manager
rotation, this design allows me to evaluate how successful forgone applications would have
been. I find that marginal applicants are three times more likely to land a major promotion
than average applicants, suggesting that talent hoarding predominately deters high-quality
applicants who the firm would want to promote and who would have been more productive
in higher-level positions.

One potential threat to the interpretation of my IV estimates is that workers who expe-
rience a manager rotation may differ in their hiring likelihood from workers who do not. I
present two main pieces of evidence to address this concern. First, I test whether departing
managers intercede on behalf of their subordinates. I show that outcomes for job openings
where the manager is more likely to have close personal ties (such as openings in the same
location or division) are similar to those for other openings, suggesting that managerial
influence is unlikely to substantially bias my results. Second, I rule out that manager rota-
tion increases workers’ hireability, which might occur if managers who rotate also increase
workers’ human capital or qualification, making them more likely to get hired. I test for
this threat by splitting the sample by manager characteristics, including gender, age, and
managerial quality as measured by the team’s past turnover and promotion rates, and the
duration of workers’ exposure to their manager. I find no evidence that these factors affect
hiring outcomes.4

I find that talent hoarding has disparate impacts by gender. Hoarding deters a larger
share of women from applying compared to men. In addition, when comparing marginal
applicants who would not have applied in the absence of a manager rotation, I find that
women are almost twice as likely to land a major promotion than men. Conditional on
landing a promotion, women are almost three times as likely as their male counterparts
to perform well in their new positions, suggesting that the firm may be failing to realize
potential productivity gains by not enabling talented women to progress to higher-level
positions. In addition, marginal female applicants who are deterred from applying are much
more qualified than males in terms of their educational qualification and past performance.
Overall, these results indicate that talent hoarding has larger negative impacts on women.

Applications appear to mediate the disparate impacts of talent hoarding. When com-
paring potential outcomes for marginal applicants (those representing the subset of workers
who are deterred by talent hoarding) I find that increasing applications through manager
rotations increases workers’ likelihood of holding a higher-level position one year later for

3While manager rotations affect all types of job transitions, I focus my empirical analysis on major
promotions, such as transitions from specialist to team leader positions. I show that my results are robust
to focusing on other job transitions.

4Moreover, any estimated gender differences in hiring outcomes will be unaffected by biases that affect
men and women equally.
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both men and women. However, this increase in applications is much more beneficial for
women, leading to a 91% reduction of the gender gap with respect to representation at higher
hierarchy levels for marginal applicants. Similarly, increasing applications appears to reduce
the gender pay gap by 77% within one year, highlighting the importance of job hierarchy for
determining pay.

Lastly, I identify factors that influence talent hoarding. Manager characteristics, such as
gender, experience, and quality, are not strongly correlated with talent hoarding. In addition,
when using my direct measure for managers’ propensity to suppress talent visibility, I find no
gender differences in workers’ likelihood of experiencing talent hoarding. In contrast to other
settings studied in previous work, the disparate impacts of talent hoarding do not appear
to be driven by differential treatment by managers (e.g. Cullen and Perez-Truglia 2019). A
survey of the firm’s employees suggests that male and female workers may react differently
to talent hoarding. In line with the literature on gender differences in preferences (Bertrand
2011), women in the firm seem to place more value on preserving a good relationship with
their manager and to rely more on managers’ career guidance.

To my knowledge, this paper is the first to provide empirical evidence on the causes
and consequences of talent hoarding in organizations. While there is extensive theoretical
work on the role of asymmetric information and moral hazard problems in firms (Waldman
1984, Milgrom and Oster 1987, Prendergast and Topel 1996, Friebel and Raith 2016), little
empirical evidence exists. By documenting how talent hoarding impacts workers’ internal
career progression, my findings contribute to the large literature on internal labor markets
(Baker, Gibbs and Holmstrom 1994, Gibbons and Waldman 1999, Prendergast 1999).

This study also adds to a growing literature on the role of managers for worker outcomes,
such as productivity, turnover, and promotions (Lazear at al. 2015, Frederiksen et al. 2020,
Tadelis and Hoffman 2020). A key contribution of this paper is to uncover talent hoarding as
a new mechanism underlying managers’ impacts on workers. In contrast to a large literature
that focuses on the role of manager attributes, such as gender, I show that differences in
managerial incentives are the primary factors driving talent hoarding.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the institutional back-
ground. Section 3 develops a simple conceptual framework that guides my analysis of talent
hoarding. Section 4 discusses the novel data I collect. Section 5 introduces the research
design centered around manager rotations and discusses its validity. Section 6 provides di-
rect evidence for talent hoarding as the underlying mechanism. Section 7 presents results on
the impact of talent hoarding on misallocation of talent and gender inequality at the firm.
Section 8 concludes.

2 Institutional Background

I focus my study on a large manufacturing firm in Germany, allowing me to collect detailed
personnel data as well as large-scale survey evidence on talent hoarding.
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2.1 Characteristics of the Firm

This paper analyzes over 30,000 white-collar and management employees at a large manu-
facturing firm in Germany. The multinational firm employs multiple hundreds of thousands
of workers around the world and represents one of the largest manufacturing companies in
Europe. To maintain confidentiality, I refrain from providing details that could be used to
identify the firm. The goal of this study is to analyze career progression to higher-level
positions. Accordingly, I restrict my analysis to white-collar and management employees
at the firm (i.e. employees that may ultimately attain management positions). I also re-
strict my sample to employees working in Germany, which has the largest share of the firm’s
employees. My sample captures over 200 occupations, ranging from technical positions in
engineering to support functions such as HR and finance.

The demographics of employees at the firm are comparable to other large manufacturing
firms in Germany. Table 1 provides summary statistics for my analysis sample, consisting
of 4xx,xxx employee-by-quarter observations from 2015 to 2019.5 Women represent 21%
of employees in the sample, which is consistent with the underrepresentation of women in
technical occupations. The average employee holds a Bachelor’s degree and 92% of employees
work full time. In addition, employees stay at the firm for a long time as reflected by an
average firm tenure of 13 years. Using the BiBB, a representative survey of the German
workforce conducted in 2018, I show that my analysis sample is very similar to other large
manufacturing firms in terms of worker demographics. Appendix Table A3 compares worker
demographics between the firm and the German workforce.

Like many other large organizations, the firm’s internal labor market has much in common
with the external labor market. In order to switch to a new position including promotions,
employees are required to apply for the position using the centralized online job portal. Most
large firms in Germany have such active internal application systems in place (HKP 2021).
The firm requires all job openings to be posted to the job portal, where openings can be
seen by all employees. To apply for a position, employees submit an application through
the portal, which typically takes less than five minutes to complete. Appendix Figure A1
illustrates the appearance of the online job portal. Callback and hiring decisions are also
recorded in the job portal. As in the external labor market, application and hiring decisions
are distinct.

The internal labor market is both spatially and interpersonally diffuse, and application
and hiring decisions are not generally made on the basis of personal ties with hiring managers.
The firm operates in over 50 cities in 250 establishments throughout Germany and one-third
of applications are for positions in a different city. As is common for knowledge workers,
teams at the firm are small. On average, a team consists of one manager and six workers.
In most teams, workers are at comparable hierarchy levels, meaning that to move up in the
job hierarchy, workers usually need to leave their team. In the data, 97% of applications
are to positions outside of a worker’s current team. Moreover, in 93% of cases applicants

5To maintain confidentiality, I do not disclose the exact number of employees in my sample.
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have not previously worked with the hiring manager, and in 99% of cases applicants’ current
supervisors have not worked with the hiring manager before. Only 25% of applications to
new positions are successful. Taken together, these patterns suggest that the internal labor
market is comprised of competitive openings for new positions, much like the external labor
market.

2.2 Talent Hoarding in a Survey of Employees at the Firm

A large-scale survey of the firm’s employees indicates that managers engage in a range of
different actions in order to prevent workers from leaving the team. Consequently, workers
report fearing negative consequences with respect to internal applications.

The survey offers a detailed view of employees’ perceptions of internal career progression
at the firm. The invitation to participate in the survey was sent out via email by the
firm’s human resource department to all employees in my sample and asked employees to
provide their perspectives on the internal job market at the firm. The survey received a
response rate of 50.0% and respondents are highly comparable in their characteristics to my
full analysis sample. Appendix Table A2 compares respondents’ demographics to the full
employee sample. In the survey, employees are asked to describe challenges regarding their
internal career progression both in the form of free text responses and in multiple choice
answers.

Employees report a variety of different actions through which managers hoard talent.
Commonly referenced actions targeted at suppressing public knowledge of worker talent
to avoid worker promotions include managers underrating worker ability, restricting access
to high-visibility projects or trainings, and explicitly discouraging workers from applying to
internal positions. In addition, when asked about the biggest challenge to their internal career
progression, the most frequent answer provided by 22% of respondents is lacking support by
their supervisor for workers’ career progression. Examples for this lack of support include
managers’ refusal to assist workers in their career planning and denial of worker participation
in development measures that would increase workers’ visibility outside the team.

Not only do many employees report managers trying to prevent workers from pursuing
promotions, managers’ actions appear to strongly influence workers’ application decisions.
41% of respondents indicate that they are afraid to apply to internal positions, fearing neg-
ative repercussions if managers find out about the application. 25% of workers state that
they feel the need to ask for their managers’ permission before applying for an internal job
opening, even though the firm’s internal policies are meant to enable workers to initiate
an application on their own. 16% of respondents indicate that applying away is perceived
as disloyal. These findings are in line with qualitative descriptions of talent hoarding of-
fered in answers to free response question. Appendix Table A1 provides selected quotations
describing talent hoarding.
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3 A Definition of Talent Hoarding

I outline a simple conceptual framework that provides a formal definition of talent hoarding
as managers’ propensity to keep workers on their teams by diminishing their likelihood of
promotion. This framework characterizes the competing forces that determine the equilib-
rium features of talent hoarding and guides my empirical analysis.

Consider a firm that employs two types of agents: managers m and workers i that work
together in teams and are each characterized by a marginal productivity α with α ∼ G(.)

and α ∈ (0, 1). Managers’ primary task is to oversee and coordinate team production.
Given managers’ supervisory role, I assume that managers have bigger impacts on team
productivity than workers, meaning that more productive individuals have larger impacts as
managers than as workers.

The firm seeks to efficiently allocate talent in order to maximize total firm productivity.
The firm chooses which workers to promote to newly created managerial positions which are
exogenous to the model. If worker productivity were perfectly observable, the firm would
fill managerial positions with the most productive workers and would replace the promoted
workers by hiring outside of the firm. Workers from outside the firm have productivity α
that is drawn from G(.). In the full-information environment, workers would get promoted
to a managerial position with probability pi(α), such that more productive workers are more
likely to get promoted.

However, since the firm cannot observe worker productivity, promotion decisions are
based on imperfect information. Motivated by the institutional environment and in line
with existing literature on asymmetric information within organizations, I assume that only a
worker’s direct supervisor observes a worker’s productivity. Consequently, the firm must rely
on managers to identify the best workers to promote. Managers report worker productivity
α̂i ∈ (0, 1) to the firm, which then determines promotions by choosing workers with the
highest reports. I define talent hoarding as a manager choosing α̂i < αi in order to diminish
worker i’s promotion probability, pi(α̂), relative to the worker’s true promotion probability
under full information pi(α). This definition of talent hoarding directly aligns with survey
evidence from the firm, in which employees report that managers underrate worker talent.

Under promotion-contingent contracting, the firm could try to incentivize efficient promo-
tion actions by managers by compensating managers for each promoted worker. However,
several problems arise with respect to promotion-contingent contracting. Compensating
managers for any type of promotion creates incentives for managers to promote bad work-
ers. Avoiding these wrong incentives by restricting manager compensation to appropriate
promotions requires the firm to assess workers’ productivity once they are promoted. In
addition, the firm must choose an appropriate time horizon for the ex-post compensation
of promotions. The more noise exists in this compensation mechanism, the more difficult
it becomes to incentivize efficient promotion actions.6 In practice, firms do not compensate

6See Friebel and Raith (2016) for a discussion of the difficulty of promotion-contingent compensation.
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managers for promotions7. I therefore focus on the case where promotion-contingent con-
tracting is not possible, by assuming that firms cannot observe productivity. In this case,
manager compensation depends only on team productivity.

I now present a simple case in which a firm employs two managers who each supervise
one worker. The timing in the one-period model is as follows: The firm announces that
one new manager position has to be filled by an internal promotion. Managers observe
the productivity of the worker on their team and choose the promotion report to the firm.
Based on managers’ reports, the firm chooses the worker with the highest report to promote,
and replaces this worker with an outside hire. Finally, team productivity is realized and
managers are compensated.

A team’s productivity yt is comprised of the manager’s marginal productivity αm, and
her worker’s marginal productivity αi. I assume that γ > 1 to capture the larger importance
of manager positions for team productivity. If a worker leaves the team for a promotion, the
firm hires a worker of unknown ability α̃i ∼ G(.) from outside. To reflect firm-specific human
capital, I assume that hiring from outside the firm also requires the manager to expend a
training cost τ . Team productivity is given by

yt = γαm + αi(1− 1{promotedi}) + (ᾱi − τ)1{promotedi}

Consequently, a worker getting promoted out of the team decreases team productivity by
αi− (ᾱi− τ). Without compensation for promoting workers, managers have an incentive to
engage in talent hoarding by reducing workers’ likelihood of promotion.

In order to identify which worker to promote, the firm relies on managers’ choice of α̂.
Since the firm does not observe the realizations of α and φm, it is impossible for the firm
to identify whether managers misreport worker productivity. Consequently, the firm simply
chooses the worker with the highest report.8

Managers optimize by choosing their promotion report α̂i for worker i on their team. I
assume that managers incur utility costs from producing a promotion report that deviates
from workers’ true promotion potential. These utility costs are of the form φm

2
(pi(αi) −

pi(α̂i))
2. Managers differ in their utility costs from talent hoarding φm ∼ H(.).9 Managers’

expected utility is given by

max
α̂i

γαm + (1− pi(α̂))αi + pi(α̂)(ᾱ− τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
team productivity

− φm
2

(pi(αi)− pi(α̂))2︸ ︷︷ ︸
hoarding cost

7In a survey of the top 20 publicly listed companies in Germany, 92% of companies report having no
(financial or non-financial) compensation mechanism in place to reward managers for talent development,
even though they predominately rely on managers to identify and develop talents (HKP 2021).

8Since managers know the distribution of α and φm as well as the realizations in their own team when
choosing α̂, the strategic interactions between managers can be thought of a Bayesian game in which managers
choose α̂ according to their symmetric best response functions in a Bayesian Nash equilibrium.

9Managers are explicitly tasked with developing workers on their team for the purpose of promoting tal-
ented workers. Moreover, close personal relationships between managers and workers suggest the possibility
that talent hoarding carries direct utility costs to the manager. The exact magnitude of these costs is likely
to vary by manager type (e.g. by manager altruism).
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This maximization problem gives rise to the first-order condition

pi(αi)− pi(α̂i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
talent hoarding

=
1

φm
(αi − (ᾱ− τ))

This expression illustrates my definition of talent hoarding as managers diminishing work-
ers’ likelihood of promotion. Under the assumption that training costs are sufficiently high
(ᾱ − τ < 0), the manager’s first-order condition with respect to α̂i implies that in equilib-
rium workers’ promotion probability pi(α̂i) is lower than their true promotion probability
pi(αi).10 Importantly, the first-order condition suggests that managers’ hoarding incentives
increase in worker productivity αi. In addition, hoarding incentives are larger for managers
that experience low personal costs of talent hoarding (i.e. low φm), and in environments
with larger training or replacement costs. This variation in manager hoarding costs means
that the higher ability worker will not necessarily be the one chosen for promotion, i.e.
αi > αj ; pi(α̂i) > pi(α̂j).

In addition, this framework gives rise to an empirical test for talent hoarding. Since
talent hoarding is driven by a wedge between team productivity (the basis of managers’
compensation) and firm productivity, talent hoarding should abate in instances in which
managers’ compensation is not tied to team productivity. For example, when managers learn
that they will soon switch teams within the firm, their incentive to hoard talent temporarily
subsides because their future compensation does not depend on the team’s productivity.
Consequently, comparing teams with managers who exogenously switch positions to teams
with managers that do not switch represents an empirical test for the existence of talent
hoarding. My framework predicts that when managers leave a team, the workers should
temporarily experience an increase in promotions, particularly for workers who previously
were subject to high levels of talent hoarding.

4 Novel Data on Internal Career Progression

The data used in this study enables three innovations relative to previous work. First, I
combine detailed personnel records with the universe of application and hiring decisions at
the firm, allowing me to separately analyze the roles of labor supply and labor demand in
determining career progression. Second, I construct a new measure of internal job hierarchy
to granularly identify promotions. Third, I directly measure managers hoarding talent using
private and public signals of worker talent.

10My data suggest that at the firm, replacement costs are indeed very high, causing managers to even
hoard low-productivity workers.
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4.1 Combining Personnel Records with the Universe of Applica-

tions and Hires

I merge the firm’s internal personnel records with the universe of application and hiring
decisions, enabling a detailed analysis of internal career progression.

The personnel records range from 1998 to 2020 and contain a large set of employee char-
acteristics, such as education, firm tenure, marital and family status, parental leave, working
hours, and annual earnings. These characteristics allow me to control for key potential dif-
ferences between workers when assessing their career progression. The records also capture
workers’ assignment to teams under the supervision of a manager. I use this information to
characterize managers’ behavior and study the impact of talent hoarding on workers’ career
progression. In addition, the personnel records contain very detailed position characteristics,
such as position titles, functional areas, leadership responsibility, and the reporting distance
to the CEO. I use the universe of all application and hiring decisions at the firm from 2015
to 2020 to explore the role of labor supply and labor demand factors in shaping internal
career progression. Many large companies, including this firm, require all job openings, ap-
plications, and hiring decisions to be submitted through an online portal. This institutional
feature allows me to collect three important pieces of information. First, I obtain the origi-
nal job ad for each job opening at the firm, allowing me to extract job characteristics, such
as leadership responsibility or flexibility, in order to capture key dimensions of job quality.
Second, I observe the exact timing and identity of each application at the firm, covering both
applications from existing employees and from external applicants. This feature allows me to
reconstruct employees’ application history at the firm from 2015 to 2020. Third, I am able
to track these applications through the entire application process, including withdrawals,
callbacks, offers and rejections. In total, the application data cover over 16,000 job openings
and over 200,000 external and internal applicants. I construct my main analysis sample by
combining the personnel records with the application data, resulting in a quarterly panel
dataset from 2015 to 2019.11

4.2 A New Measure of Internal Job Hierarchy

I construct a new measure of internal job hierarchy using the detailed position characteristics
that are available in the personnel data. The main objective of this hierarchy measure is to
provide granular distinctions between positions that are not based on employee pay, allowing
me to separately study the effects of talent hoarding on internal job hierarchy and earnings.

The internal labor market of the manufacturing firm is large and complex, consisting of
200 different position titles and multiple non-intersecting career paths.12 The complex struc-

11I combine the firm’s personnel records with the application data using a five-step matching algorithm.
Appendix Section C.1 describes my iterative matching approach based on individuals’ full names and birth
dates, which leads to a match rate of over 90%.

12The existence of multiple career paths implies that institutional structures, such as the firm’s organiza-
tional chart, are not sufficient to create a hierarchy measure that is comparable across different parts of the
firm.
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ture makes it very difficult to construct a universal hierarchy ranking based on flows between
position titles, as typically used in the literature on internal labor markets (Baker, Gibbs
and Holmstrom 1994, Oaxaca and Ransom 2005, Huitfeld et al. 2020).13 In addition, using
position titles to distinguish hierarchy levels would likely underestimate critical differences
in hierarchy, since 26% of workers in my sample share the same position title with their
supervisor or their supervisor’s supervisor. This limitation is crucial given that the focus of
this paper is to study workers’ career progression to higher-level positions, making the ver-
tical distinction between workers and supervisors a key dimension of potential misallocation
of talent.

To advance over previous measures that use position titles alone, I take advantage of
the rich set of job characteristics in the personnel records. I collect characteristics that are
indicative of the job’s position in the hierarchy and that are comparable across different
career paths (e.g. software engineering versus marketing). For instance, I observe a posi-
tion’s amount of leadership responsibility, the reporting distance to the CEO, and personnel
regulations, such as collective bargaining agreements, work schedules, and appraisal criteria.
I use principal component analysis to combine these characteristics into a one-dimensional
hierarchy ranking. See Appendix Section C.2 for further details on the principal component
analysis. The hierarchy ranking provides a consistent ordering of all positions at the firm,
allowing me to identify promotions as increases in the job hierarchy independent of employ-
ees’ career paths. The cardinality of the hierarchy ranking is also comparable across career
paths. I define a major promotion as a 20 percent increase in the hierarchy measure.14 In
the data, this definition corresponds to significant changes in employees’ careers, such as a
transition from an entry-level job to a team leader position.

My hierarchy measure exhibits a number of desirable features. In Appendix Section C.2,
I show that the majority of employees (71%) are located at the bottom of the hierarchy.
Hierarchy levels differ substantially in terms of characteristics not used to construct the
hierarchy measure, such as firm tenure or the importance of bonuses. Appendix Table A8
provides summary statistics for different hierarchy levels. Appendix Figure C7 documents
that earnings are highly correlated with the hierarchy measure, implying that the measure
successfully captures differences in position quality that are reflected in wages. Moreover, the
hierarchy measure captures granular differences in position quality that are not reflected in
earnings, particularly at the bottom of the hierarchy. Many job transitions carry substantial
increases in leadership responsibility or managerial autonomy but do not offer an immediate
increase in earnings. The importance of non-wage position characteristics suggests that
using earnings as a measure for hierarchy may underestimate differences between positions
and consequently the misallocation of talent.

13The internal labor markets studied in this literature typically contain far fewer positions and consequently
are more homogeneous in terms of career paths. The firms that Huitfeld et al. (2020) study have an average
of ten position titles. The labor markets studied in Baker, Gibbs and Holmstrom (1994) and Ransom and
Oaxaca (2005) focus on settings characterized by limited sets of possible career trajectories (a medium-sized
service-sector firm and a supermarket, respectively).

14I show that my findings are robust to alternative thresholds.
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The hierarchy measure provides an excellent fit for employees’ observed career paths,
with higher hierarchy levels being associated with more senior positions in each career path.
Appendix Figure C8 documents that as hierarchy levels increase, the composition of positions
changes from entry-level jobs as engineers or specialists to senior leadership positions as
department or segment leader. Employees’ applications and realized transitions tend towards
higher hierarchy levels: 67% of applications and 64% of realized internal transitions are to
higher hierarchy levels. These shares are consistent with self-reported mobility patterns in
a survey of the firm’s employees, in which 72% report searching for higher-ranking positions
within the firm.

4.3 Empirical Measure of Hoarding Talent

My conceptual framework in Section 3 defines hoarding talent as managers’ propensity to
keep workers on their teams by diminishing their likelihood of promotion. Survey evidence
suggests that talent hoarding can be manifested through a variety of actions, which are
usually not captured in firm records. However, my data allow me to directly measure one
key dimension of talent hoarding – managers’ suppression of worker visibility – which is
commonly referred to in the employee survey.

I leverage a unique feature of the firm’s internal talent development system which allows
me to measure managers’ suppression of worker visibility by comparing managers’ private
and public signals of worker talent. As in many other large organizations, the firm requires
managers to simultaneously conduct two types of evaluations of each worker every year.
First, managers conduct a performance rating of each worker, which is designed to provide
task-specific feedback to workers. I refer to this performance rating as a private signal of
worker ability, since performance ratings are not meant to be shared with other units across
the firm. Second, managers conduct a potential rating, which is meant to inform the firm
about a workers’ future potential for higher-level positions. I refer to this potential rating as
a public signal of worker ability, since its purpose is to be widely circulated across the firm in
order to increase the visibility of high-potential employees. The firm’s HR department regu-
larly compiles and circulates lists of high-potential workers to be considered for promotion.
While managers are explicitly responsible for assisting the firm in identifying and developing
talented workers, they are not closely monitored or rewarded with respect to these efforts,
implying that managers have substantial leeway with respect to making talented workers
visible.

I construct the empirical measure of talent hoarding by comparing performance ratings
to potential ratings. Intuitively speaking, a manager that decides to hoard talent should give
their workers relatively low potential ratings, even for high-ability workers (e.g. those with
high performance ratings). To capture different manager types, I define a manager’s talent
hoarding propensity as the within-manager mean difference between actual and predicted
potential ratings assigned to workers.15 To construct the predicted potential rating assigned

15The goal of this empirical measure is to capture manager-specific incentives to hoard talent that cor-
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to each worker, I take the predicted values from a regression of actual potential rating on
performance rating and other worker characteristics, such as workers’ degree, work experience
and position title. I classify manager types into a high propensity to hoard talents if managers
on average vastly understate worker potential and as low propensity to hoard talents if they
rather overstate potential.16

My measure of talent hoarding passes several validity tests. First, the measure is not
driven by managers’ ability to assess talent, as measured by their experience in leading a
team. Second, the measure is not driven by key manager attributes, such as gender, age, and
schooling. Third, when performing a placebo test by comparing the effect of managers on
workers’ transitions to jobs outside of the firm, which should not be affected by managers’
efforts to hoard talents within the firm, I find no difference between managers with a high and
low propensity to hoard talents (Appendix Figure A2). Fourth, the measure is reasonably
stable over time. When I split my sample and use earlier years to predict managers’ type
and correlate this type with potential ratings in later years, I obtain a correlation of 0.64.

In addition, this talent hoarding measure is highly correlated with workers’ realized visi-
bility at the firm as measured by workers’ nominations to succession lists. As in many large
organization, the firm compiles lists of three to five candidates as potential successors for
about 20% of positions in my sample. The lists are assembled by HR employees by searching
for suitable candidates across the firm. Intuitively speaking, workers’ likelihood to appear on
such a list, conditional on worker and position characteristics, represents a measure of work-
ers’ visibility outside of the team. If a manager is very successful at hoarding talent, workers’
visibility should be low and thus also their likelihood to appear as a nominee on a succession
list. Similar to my talent hoarding measure based on potential ratings, I compare realized
nominations to predicted nominations and classify managers as high versus low propensity
talent hoarders using the bottom and top terciles of the manager-level mean deviation in
worker nominations to succession lists. This additional measure of talent hoarding is highly
correlated with the measure based on the deviation between public and private signals of
worker talent, suggesting that the suppression of public signals indeed captures important
variation in worker visibility at the firm.

5 Manager Rotation as Empirical Strategy

My research design leverages quasi-random variation in workers’ exposure to manager rota-
tions. Viewed through the lens of my conceptual framework, manager rotations temporarily
cease the impacts of talent hoarding on workers. I present institutional details about the
rotation events I study and provide evidence in support of the causal interpretation of the

respond to heterogeneity in managers’ personal cost to hoard talent φm in my conceptual framework. The
comparison of workers exposed to a manager type with high versus low hoarding costs is similar in concept
to comparisons in the judge leniency literature.

16This distinction corresponds to splitting the sample of managers into the bottom and top tercile of
average deviations between actual and predicted potential rating by manager. Figure 3 illustrates the
distribution of this deviation in the data.
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effects of manager rotations on workers.

5.1 Institutional Background and Timing

My empirical strategy leverages 1,359 manager rotations by 1,276 unique managers. I define
manager rotation as the event in which a worker’s direct supervisor leaves the team to make
an internal job switch within the firm. Restricting attention to internal switches helps to
focus on manager-induced variation that is orthogonal to worker characteristics. The firm
encourages managers to make internal switches as part of their own career progression,
making this form of manager rotation a common practice in my sample.17 While manager
rotations are quite common, for instance in the four-year window I study 20% of managers
make at least one internal job switch, they do not occur on a regular schedule that would
allow workers to easily predict when managers will leave the team. Appendix Figure A3
displays the distribution of time that managers spend in their position before the rotation
occurs, illustrating the large variation that exists in the data.

In order to make an internal job switch, managers have to apply through the firm’s
internal application system. At the firm, there exists a strict institutional policy that requires
managers to inform their teams as soon as possible if they find a new job in order to facilitate
a smooth transition. On average, managers learn about their new job two to three quarters
before they transition, implying that around this time managers will start informing their
teams about the rotation.

5.2 Effect of Manager Rotations on Worker Applications

Workers’ applications exhibit a large temporary spike around a manager rotation. Figure
1, Panel A presents coefficients from a quarterly event study around the event of manager
rotation.18 In the quarter in which the manager rotation occurs, worker applications increase
by 0.023, almost doubling workers’ baseline application rate of 0.027. Application rates start
to increase up to three quarters before the manager rotation takes place, which reflects the
institutional rule about informing one’s team as soon as possible about a job switch. However,
before t = −3, when managers do not know yet about their job rotation, pre-trends are very
flat. Consistent with the theoretical framework, manager rotation only leads to a temporary
spike in worker applications. As the manager’s replacement settles in, application rates
return to baseline levels within one to two quarters after the rotation occurs. Figure 1,
Panel A suggests that the effect of manager rotation on workers’ applications is driven by
the exit of the outgoing manager and not by the entry of the incoming manager.19

17In contrast, manager rotation due to managers exiting the firm through quits, layoffs or retirement is
likely correlated with other factors that might also affect worker outcomes. I therefore exclude these events.

18Specifically, I estimate a specification with individual and quarter fixed effects, binning event time
dummy variables at t = −8 and t = 4 and clustering standard errors at the individual level. The sample of
3,xxx workers includes those who have not experienced a manager rotation (i.e. never-treated).

19I find very similar application patterns when controlling for whether the incoming manager was already
identified or when controlling for attributes, such as gender, experience or quality, of the incoming manager.
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Importantly, the effect of manager rotations on worker applications is not driven by man-
agers simply taking their subordinates with them to the new team or by workers replacing
managers in their old position. Instead, 97% of applications in my sample are for positions
outside of workers’ current team, but not to the managers’ new team. In addition, Figure 1,
Panel B documents that manager rotations only affect workers’ applications within the firm
and not outside of the firm. While the cumulative rates for transitions within the firm and
transitions out of the firm evolve similarly leading up to the manager rotation, only internal
transitions are affected by the rotation. This finding suggests that the impact of manager
rotations on worker applications is related to the specific context of the firm’s internal labor
market.

Since manager rotation appears to have the largest impact on worker applications in
the quarter of the rotation, my main empirical strategy focuses on worker behavior in this
quarter. I evaluate the effect of manager rotations on worker applications by estimating a
linear model for workers’ internal application choices using a OLS regression based on:

Appliedit = δ1Rotationit + δXXit + δt + uit (1)

Application choice is a binary indicator for whether worker i applies for an internal job
opening in quarter t. The explanatory variables contain individual controls Xit and a binary
indicator for whether worker i experiences a manager rotation in quarter t.20 The coefficient
of interest in this regression is δ1, which represents the impact of manager rotations on
workers’ internal applications in the same quarter. This coefficient δ1 can be interpreted as
the intent to treat effect (ITT), reflecting the causal effect of assignment into treatment.

Manager rotations have statistically significant and economically meaningful impacts on
workers’ internal applications. Appendix Table A5, Column 2 shows that worker applications
increase by 0.023 in the quarter in which a manager rotation occurs, representing a 85%
increase compared to the baseline application rate of 0.027. This increase in applications in
the quarter of the rotation is identical to my results of the event study regression displayed
by Figure 1, Panel A.

5.3 Ruling Out Correlated Team-Level Shocks

In my empirical analysis, I interpret manager rotations as reflecting the causal effect of a
manager leaving her team. In this section, I provide five pieces of evidence that support
this interpretation and show that my results are not simply driven by correlated team-level
shocks, such as unpleasant working conditions in the team or bad news about the future

This finding suggests that the increase in applications seems not to be driven by workers’ expectations about
the incoming manager.

20The set of controls Xit contains worker demographics (age, nationality, marital and family status, and
parental leave), qualifications (firm tenure, years of schooling, performance rating, and potential rating), and
position details (position title, division, function, location, hours, leadership responsibility, number of direct
reports, and past internal mobility). These controls are identical to the set of controls used for estimating
2SLS models.
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outlook of the unit that might increase everyone’s probability to apply away.
First, Figure 1, Panel A documents that the increase in applications is very temporary and

goes back to baseline after one quarter, implying that an underlying correlated shock would
have to be very temporary as well. However, it is unclear why a shock like unpleasant working
conditions would disappear so fast even though the team composition barely changed.

Second, I conduct a placebo test where I examine the effect of managers’ unsuccessful
applications for a job rotation on workers’ application likelihood. If my results are driven
by a correlated shock, it should not matter if managers actually rotate. Instead managers
wanting to leave as indicated by their application should suffice to generate the increase
in applications I find. Figure 2, Panel A compares the original event study of a manager
rotation to the one using placebo events, which are instances when a manager applied for an
internal job transition but did not get it. While managers’ successful job rotations effectively
double worker applications in the quarter of rotation, managers’ unsuccessful applications
for job rotation have no effect on worker applications. This placebo test suggests that it is
not the case that manager applications irrespective of their outcomes are driving my results,
as would be the case in the presence of a correlated shock.

Third, I test for the existence of a correlated shock by examining how the rotations of
other team members, not just the manager, affect workers’ application likelihood. If workers’
application responses are mostly driven by correlated team-level shocks and managers do not
play a unique role for worker applications, we should see very even larger effects when eval-
uating a teammate’s job rotation, since other teammates are likely more similar to workers
than the manager. Figure 2, Panel B compares the original event study of a manager rota-
tion to the job rotation of the most senior coworker in the team.21 In the quarter in which
the job rotation occurs, the effect of a manager rotating is 200% larger than the effect of the
most senior coworker rotating, suggesting that manager rotations in this context are indeed
special. In addition, if a correlated shock is the main driver of the application result, the
magnitude of the shock would have to increase with teammate’s seniority. It is unclear why
standard shocks, such as unpleasant working conditions, would display such an increasing
sensitivity by seniority.

Fourth, Figure 4, Panels D and E show that the application effects of manager rotations
are much larger for managers who have higher propensities to hoard talent. If this result
is due to an underlying correlated shock, this would imply that in addition to increasing
sensitivity by seniority, the magnitude of the shock would need to increase with manager’s
talent hoarding propensity. However, it is unclear why standard shocks would exhibit such
a feature.

Fifth, under a correlated team-level shock, such as unpleasant working conditions, we
would not only expect teammates to apply away, but other team-level characteristics, such
as absenteeism, are likely to increase as well. Using a team-level event study, Appendix
Figure A4 finds no evidence for an upward trend in team-level absenteeism rates leading

21I find very similar patterns when examining the rotation of other teammates.
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up to a manager rotation, further supporting my interpretation of manager rotations as
reflecting the causal effect of a manager leaving the team.

5.4 Manager Rotations as Instrument for Applying

To assess to what extent talent hoarding causes misallocation of talent at the firm, I instru-
ment for workers’ applications with manager rotations to estimate the probability of landing
a major promotion. Analyzing marginal hiring probabilities provides a direct measure of
the firm’s willingness to promote these marginal applicants, implying that deterring these
workers from applying for promotions would lead to misallocation of talent.

Equation 2 represents the reduced-form model for the effect of manager rotation on
workers’ hiring outcomes:

Hiredit = θ1Rotationit + θXXit + θt + εit (2)

The hiring outcome is a binary indicator, which is always zero if workers do not apply.
The IV-estimator divides the reduced-form effect of manager rotation, θ1, by the first-stage
effect on application choice, δ1:

βIV =
θ1
δ1

(3)

I estimate βIV by two-stage least squares. The coefficient βIV can be interpreted as the local
average treatment effect (LATE), defined as the effect of application on hiring outcomes
for workers induced to apply by manager rotation. The interpretation of βIV as the LATE
requires four assumptions to hold: relevance, independence, exclusion and monotonicity.

Appendix Table A5, Panel A demonstrates instrument relevance by estimating the first-
stage regression of application choice on manager rotation based on Equation 1. The coeffi-
cient δ1 reflects the impact of manager rotation on the probability that workers apply for an
internal job opening, conditional on quarter fixed effects and individual controls Xit. Column
1 uses only quarter fixed effects δt, while Column 2 adds the full set of individual controls
Xit. The effect of manager rotations on worker applications is statistically significant and
economically meaningful, increasing application rates by 84%. Including controls does not
change the effect of manager rotation on applications.

Next, I evaluate the independence assumption. One potential threat to this research
design is that workers who experience a manager rotation might differ in their hiring like-
lihood from workers who do not. This possibility could arise if manager rotation is not as
good as randomly assigned. To evaluate the independence assumption, I test for balance
across worker characteristics. Appendix Table A5, Panel B shows that workers in teams that
experience a manager rotation are observationally very similar to those that do not. This
similarity holds with respect to worker demographics, such as age, tenure, and marital status,
as well as for workers’ career trajectories leading up to the manager rotation, such as past
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earnings growth, absenteeism, applications, and internal job switches. In additional results,
I find that there are also no substantial differences with respect to managers’ attributes,
supporting the random assignment assumption.22

The exclusion restriction in my setting requires that manager rotation does not affect
hiring outcomes other than through workers’ decision to apply. This assumption would be
violated if departing managers intercede in their workers’ subsequent hiring outcomes. For
example, departing managers could take their workers with them to their new position. If
this were the case, a worker’s direct supervisor would also represent the hiring manager
deciding over their hiring outcome for the new position, representing a violation of the
exclusion restriction. However, this occurs in less than 3% of cases in my setting, implying
that in general workers’ direct supervisors do not make the decision whether to hire them.
Similarly, it is very rare in my sample that workers apply for their manager’s old positions
in the event of a manager rotation. Consequently, any hiring interference of the departing
manager has to operate through the hiring manager. However, close formal ties between
the departing manager and the hiring manager are very rare. For over 99% of applications,
the current supervisor has not previously worked with the hiring manager. I test for the
influence of more distant formal ties, such as having worked in the same location or functional
area, which increases the probability that the departing manager has ever interacted with
the hiring manager. Appendix Table A6, Panel A compares marginal hiring probabilities
for job openings to which the departing manager is more versus less likely to have formal
ties. I find no difference in the effect of manager rotation on workers’ hiring outcomes
between subsamples, suggesting that hiring interference is not likely to violate the exclusion
restriction.

Another violation of the exclusion restriction could occur if manager rotation increases
workers’ hireability and therefore increases exposed workers’ hiring probability through a
channel other than applications. This scenario might occur if managers who rotate also
increase workers’ human capital or qualification, making them more likely to get hired. I
test for this scenario by evaluating marginal hiring probabilities for different manager types
and different exposure lengths of workers to managers. If this channel is quantitatively
important, one would expect to see larger hiring effects for workers under managers with
high managerial quality or who have been exposed to the manager for longer. Appendix
Table A6, Panel B documents that the marginal hiring probability is similar across different
types of rotating managers, where manager types are defined by using past leave-out means
of three team outcomes: promotions, turnover, and absenteeism. Appendix Table A6, Panel
C shows that marginal hiring probabilities are comparable across exposure length, even for
workers who have been with their manager for one quarter or less. These findings suggest
that rotating managers’ influence on workers’ hireability is unlikely to violate the exclusion

22An alternative approach to illustrate the random assignment of manager rotations is presented by the
event study in Figure 1 that shows the absence of pre-trends in workers’ applications before managers
announce their rotation.
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restriction.23

I provide three main pieces of evidence that support monotonicity. First, I follow the
standard practice in the judges-design literature to show that the first-stage relationship
between applications and manager rotation remains positive for subgroups of workers defined
by different observable characteristics (e.g. Arnold et al. 2018, Bhuller et al. 2020). I define
eight pairs of subsamples based on several key worker characteristics: age, tenure, schooling,
marital status, family status, German nationality, leadership responsibility, and performance
rating. Appendix Table A7, Panel A demonstrates a positive and statistically significant
first-stage coefficient in every subsample. Second, I use workers’ past application behavior
to test for the presence of defiers. In my setting, defiers are individuals who would have
applied in the absence of the manager rotation, but whose unobserved propensity to apply
is reduced by the instrument. I split my sample into workers who have frequently applied
in the past, making them more likely to be defiers, and workers who have never applied
before, making them less likely to be defiers. Columns 1 and 2 of Appendix Table A7, Panel
B show that there is no statistical difference in the effect of manager rotation on workers’
application likelihood. Third, I use leave-out team averages of past application rates to proxy
for workers’ likelihood to be defiers. The intuition is that teams’ leave-out application rates
are likely a good predictor for workers’ unobserved application propensity. I split the sample
into workers with high versus low past team-level leave-out mean application rates. Columns
3 and 4 of Appendix Table A7, Panel B show that both groups of workers experience similar
effects of manager rotation on applications. These findings suggest that it is not likely that
my results are biased by the existence of a large defier population.

6 Talent Hoarding as Underlying Mechanism

The large impact of manager rotation on worker applications, as shown in Figure 1, Panel
A, illustrates the importance of managers’ influence on workers. This section provides di-
rect evidence for talent hoarding as underlying mechanism by testing four predictions that
emerge from the conceptual framework in Section 3. In addition, I show that alternative
explanations, such as worker loyalty, manager-worker specific match effects, or role model
effects, are not consistent with my findings.

6.1 Evidence in Support of Talent Hoarding

First, talent hoarding predicts that manager rotations only cause a temporary increase in
applications. Under talent hoarding, as soon as a new manager takes over, the new manager
immediately faces the incentive to deter worker mobility. Figure 1, Panel A documents the
presence of this temporary effect in the data using an event study regression. Within one
to two quarters after the manager rotation, applications return to baseline, confirming the

23Moreover, any estimated gender differences in hiring outcomes will be unaffected by biases that affect
men and women equally.
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first prediction on talent hoarding as underlying mechanism. Alternative explanations, such
as worker loyalty, do not imply such an immediate return to baseline.

Second, under talent hoarding manager rotations should only affect internal applications
within the firm, but not external applications outside of the firm. While in the internal
labor market managers are likely to learn about workers’ unsuccessful applications and have
some power to diminish workers’ application probability, it is very unlikely that managers
will be able to observe or intervene with respect to applications outside of the firm. I test
this prediction by comparing the effect of manager rotations on internal transitions within
the firm and external transitions out of the firm. Figure 1, Panel B documents that manager
rotation only increase workers’ transitions within the firm and not outside of the firm, even
though both types of transitions evolve nearly identically up to the manager rotation.

By focusing on the quarter in which the manager rotation takes place, Appendix Table
A4 provides additional evidence on the differential effect on internal versus external transi-
tions. Column 1 displays the OLS coefficient from a regression of an indicator for workers’
internal transition on an indicator for exposure to a manager rotation in the same quarter.
Column 2 is based on the same regression, but uses external transitions instead. Manager
rotation has a statistically significant and economically meaningful effect on internal tran-
sitions, leading to a 0.011 (143%) increase in internal transitions in the quarter in which
the manager rotation occurs, compared to a quarterly baseline transition rate of 0.007. In
contrast, manager rotation has no significant effect on external transitions (0.001 increase
compared to 0.007 baseline transition rate). Taken together, the two pieces of evidence from
Figure 1, Panel B and Appendix Table A4 are in line with talent hoarding as an underlying
mechanism and provide strong evidence against alternative mechanisms, such as loyalty or
match effects. Later explanations center around decreases in the value of workers’ default
option as key factor underlying manager rotations, and would therefore predict increases in
external transitions as well.

The third prediction implies that application effects should be larger for workers who ex-
perience greater levels of talent hoarding. I test this prediction by examining heterogeneity
across three different dimensions that according to my conceptual framework in Section 3
should be correlated with greater levels of talent hoarding. Specifically, the framework im-
plies that talent hoarding should increase with the impact of workers’ departure on manager
utility. To test this prediction, I compare workers’ application effects based on Equation 1,
which includes very detailed worker demographics and position characteristics.24 The coef-
ficient of interest in this regression is δ1, which represents the impact of manager rotations
on workers’ internal applications in the same quarter.

I begin by assessing the role of worker ability for managers’ hoarding. I capture worker
ability in terms of a quality index by regressing workers’ internal hiring probability on worker
characteristics. The predicted value of this regression represents an index of worker quality,

24These controls include gender, age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave, posi-
tion title, division, function, location, full time, hours, leadership, direct reports, past mobility, quarter,
performance, and potential rating.
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which weights worker characteristics by their importance for workers’ hireability within the
firm. I compare workers in the top and bottom quartile of the index, capturing high-quality
and low-quality workers, respectively.25 Figure 4, Panel A illustrates the application effect
of manager rotations for high-quality versus low-quality workers. I find that high-quality
workers experience a 0.034 increase in applications, compared to the increase of 0.009 for
low-quality workers. This result implies that manager rotations have a 366% larger effect
for high-quality workers, supporting the talent hoarding mechanism.

Next, I assess heterogeneity by the costliness of workers’ departure. To test the prediction,
I compare the impact of manager rotations on applications, δ1, for subsamples of workers with
a predicted high versus low cost of departure. I use two different approaches to measure the
cost of workers’ departure on team productivity. The first measure of costliness is the number
of other workers in the team, since a larger team allows for more workers to compensate for a
teammate’s departure. Figure 4, Panel B displays application effects of manager rotations for
workers in the bottom and top quartile of team size, which represent high and low departure
costs, respectively.26 The increase in applications due to manager rotations is statistically
significant for both groups of workers, leading to a 0.043 and 0.014 increase in applications
for high-cost and low-cost workers, respectively.

I find very similar results using the average number of days it takes to fill the position a
worker holds as another measure for departure costs. Figure 4, Panel C compares workers in
positions in the top quartile of replacement duration (i.e. more than 174 days on average)
as high-cost departures to workers in positions in the bottom quartile (i.e. less than 135
days) as low-cost departures. Both groups of workers experience significant increases in
applications due to manager rotations. High-cost workers face an increase in applications of
0.033, while low-cost workers experience a 0.013 increase. Similar to my first cost measure
based on team size, the effect for workers with high departure costs, as measured by a long
replacement duration, is 260% larger than the effect for workers with low-cost departures.

In order to explicitly test for managers’ talent hoarding, I leverage novel information on
managers’ private and public signals of worker talent. I construct an empirical measure of
hoarding by comparing managers’ propensity to lower workers’ public signal below their pri-
vate signal. See Section 4.3 for more details on the institutional context and construction of
this measure. Figure 4, Panel D compares manager rotations for managers who are classified
as high-propensity hoarders to rotations by low-propensity hoarders, using the bottom and
top tercile in the distribution of misreporting in Figure 3 as cutoffs. I find that rotations of
managers who have a high propensity to hoard lead to an increase in applications of 0.037,

25The differences between the bottom and top quartile of worker quality are substantial. For instance, the
average worker in the top quality quartile holds a graduate degree, while the average worker in the bottom
quartile has a high school degree.

26Note that there exists a lot of overlap in team size across the firm. Since I include detailed worker
demographics and position characteristics when estimating δ1, the sample split in Figure 4, Panel B can
be interpreted as comparing two workers with similar qualifications and the same position title, where one
worker happens to be in a smaller team (i.e. up to three teammates) and the other works in a larger team
(i.e. nine and more teammates).
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while low-propensity hoarders raise applications by 0.016 when rotating.27 This result im-
plies that high-propensity hoarders cause a 231% larger effect on worker applications. The
effect of working under a manager with a high propensity to hoard is particularly strong for
high-quality workers compared to low-quality (Figure 5, Panel C).

Another way in which I assess heterogeneity in hoarding is based on workers’ nominations
to succession lists. If managers are particularly successful in depressing public knowledge
of worker talent through talent hoarding, workers should be less likely to appear on firm-
wide succession lists, which require worker talent to be visible across the firm. Section
4.3 provides additional information on how I construct this measure of realized visibility
and how I classify managers’ hoarding propensity as low versus high based on the average
likelihood of their subordinates to appear on succession lists. Figure 4, Panel E illustrates
that manager rotations of managers with a high hoarding propensity increase applications
by 0.032, while low-propensity hoarders cause a 0.014 effect, implying a 231% larger effect
of high-propensity hoarders. Figure 5, Panel D documents that the impact of a manager
with a high hoarding propensity is significantly larger for high-quality workers compared to
low-quality workers. My findings across all four dimensions of heterogeneity with respect
to talent hoarding illustrate that application effects are larger for greater levels of predicted
talent hoarding.

The fourth prediction implies that manager rotation should have larger effects on appli-
cations to positions that are more selective, that is have a lower probability of hiring success.
Under talent hoarding, workers should disproportionally hold off on applications with low
success rates, since for these more selective positions bear a greater risk of manager retali-
ation following an unsuccessful application. To test this prediction, I leverage my granular
measure of job hierarchy to differentiate between different types of jobs workers apply for.
Table 2 illustrates the application effect of manager rotations for different job types: any
position (Column 1), lateral transitions (Column 2), any type of promotion (Column 3), and
major promotions (Column 4). Major promotions, which represent transitions from entry-
level positions to leadership roles, most closely map to my theoretical framework on talent
hoarding, which studies the promotions of workers to managerial positions. Table 2 shows
that manager rotations have statistically significant and economically meaningful effects on
all three types of applications. However, the relative effect of manager rotations compared
to the baseline application rates by job type increases with the selectivity of the position.
While the relative effect of manager rotations represents an 73% increase in applications for
lateral transitions, the effect is 90% and 128% for any type of promotion and major pro-
motions, respectively, confirming the final talent hoarding prediction. Taken together, my
findings represent very strong evidence for talent hoarding as a key underlying mechanism.

27Note that this measure only captures one dimension of talent hoarding. Consequently, even the managers
who are classified as low-propensity hoarders based on worker visibility are likely engaging in some form
of hoarding, as implied by my theoretical framework, which suggest that in equilibrium it is optimal for
managers to hoard talent.
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6.2 Ruling out Alternative Explanations

This section explores alternative explanations for the large effect of manager rotations on
worker applications. I show that alternative mechanisms, such as worker loyalty, manager-
worker specific match effects, and role model effects are not consistent with my findings.

Under worker loyalty or match effects, manager rotations increase worker applications
by reducing the value of workers’ default option. However, these mechanisms are at odds
with the very temporary nature of the increase in applications, which would require loyalty
or match effects to quickly bounce back as soon as the new manager joins the team. Second,
if the reduction in workers’ default option is a driving force, manager rotations should also
have an effect on external transitions. Instead, Figure 1, Panel B documents that despite
the parallel trends of external and internal transitions leading up to the manager rotation,
the rotation only increases internal transitions.

Moreover, neither loyalty nor match effects can fully explain why manager rotations
should have significantly larger effects for workers who (i) are harder to replace, (ii) are
more qualified, (iii) experience more talent hoarding, and (iv) have lower talent visibility. In
addition, it is unclear why manager rotations should particularly deter workers from more
selective positions under loyalty. If anything, it should be easier for workers to leave their
managers despite loyalty concerns if the position represents a great career opportunity as
opposed to a lateral switch.

Similarly, a common assumption about loyalty and match effects is that their magnitudes
increase over time. However, Appendix Figure A5 finds no evidence for an increase of rotation
effects by workers’ exposure to the rotation manager. Instead, the rotation effect already
appears for workers who have been exposed to their manager for only one quarter before
the rotation takes place. Finally, under match effects, we would expect larger rotation
effects for better managers. Table 6 uses managers’ own performance as well as teams’ past
attrition and absenteeism rates to capture manager quality. I find no evidence that manager
rotations vary in their impacts by manager quality. Overall, the above arguments provide
strong evidence against worker loyalty or manager-worker specific match effects as main
underlying mechanisms.

Another potential explanation could be an information-based mechanism, such as a role
model effect that increases worker applications when managers rotate through access to
information or encouragement about potential career opportunities. However, if observing
managers rotate serves as a role model, we should expect this effect to last longer than only
one to two quarters. Second, if role models are crucial, it is surprising that the effect of
a coworker rotating is smaller than the effect of a manager rotating.28 In many respects,
workers’ coworkers might represent better role models than managers who are more removed
from workers’ situations. In addition, given that manager rotations only affect internal
applications, the role-model effect would have to be exclusively limited to the internal labor

28Appendix Figure 2, Panel B illustrates that a manager rotation causes four times larger application rates
in the same quarter than a coworker rotation.
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market. This fact would substantially restrict the type of information or encouragement
that would be conveyed through the role model mechanism. Similarly, the finding that
managers’ unsuccessful applications for job rotations do not increase workers’ applications,
further restricts the potential role model effect.29 Moreover, it is unclear why the role model
effect should particularly affect high-quality workers with more application experience and
higher success probabilities than the average worker.30 Overall, a role model effect as key
mechanism underlying manager rotations is not borne out in the data.

7 Results: Quasi-Experimental Evidence from Manager

Rotations

I document that talent hoarding predominately affects high-quality workers, causing them to
forgo high-stakes applications for promotions in which they would have performed well. This
talent misallocation effect is more pronounced for women, contributing to gender inequality
at the firm.

7.1 Effects on Talent Misallocation

I provide four sets of results in support of the hypothesis that managers’ talent hoarding
leads to misallocation of talent.

First, talent hoarding deters a large group of workers from applying, particularly for
promotions. Table 2 presents OLS estimates for the effect of manager rotation on applica-
tions for different types of jobs within the firm: any position (Column 1), lateral switches
(Column 2), any type of promotions (Column 3), and major promotions (Column 4). Major
promotions are defined as 20% increase in the hierarchy measure, and represent transitions
such as from entry-level jobs to team leader positions. Estimation is conducted separately
for each job type and is based on Equation 1. Table 2 shows that manager rotations, which
cease the negative impacts of talent hoarding on workers, have statistically significant and
economically meaningful effects on worker applications in the same quarter.

Importantly, the relative effect of manager rotations compared to baseline application
rates increases with the selectivity of the position. While the relative effect of manager
rotations represents an 73% increase in applications for lateral transitions, the effect is 90%
and 128% for any type of promotion and major promotions, respectively. In the remainder
of the paper, I focus my analysis on major promotions, because they represent key stepping
stones in workers’ careers and are most important for changes in pay or hierarchy levels.31

Second, by deterring applications with high success likelihoods, talent hoarding prevents
29Appendix Figure 2, Panel A shows that there is no effect on worker applications if managers unsuccess-

fully apply for a job rotation.
30When comparing marginal applicants, who are deterred from applying due to manager rotations, to

average employees, I find that marginal applicants are substantially more likely to have applied in the past.
31My results are robust to focusing on other types of applications, such any type of promotions.
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the firm from promoting the workers it deems as qualified. To assess applications’ success
likelihood, I proceed to estimate the impact of applications on hiring outcomes for ma-
jor promotions by estimating two-stage least squares models using manager rotation as an
instrument for worker applications in the same quarter. Table 3, Column 2 reports the two-
stage least squares estimate of βIV based on Equation 3. I find that marginal applications
carry a 15% hiring probability. This marginal hiring probability is particularly remarkable
compared to the baseline hiring probability for major promotions of 2.9%. Since workers’
hiring likelihood conditional on application can be interpreted as the firm’s quality assess-
ment of the worker, this finding implies that talent hoarding substantially deters high-quality
workers who the firm would want to promote.32

Third, not only do affected workers forgo high-stakes applications for promotions due to
talent hoarding, they would have also performed well in these positions. Table 3, Column
3 uses workers’ performance ratings one year later and studies the effect of applying on the
probability that marginal applicants who land a major promotion receive a higher perfor-
mance rating than the average of their team in the new position. The corresponding 2SLS
model estimates a positive marginal probability for outperforming the new team one year
later. Even though the marginal probability of 8% is modest, it represents a substantial
effect given that major promotions represent large jumps in workers’ careers. The fact that
8% of marginal applicants who land a major promotion would immediately outperform their
new team within one year provides strong evidence for the hypothesis that not promoting
these workers in the first place would represent misallocation of talent.

Fourth, the detrimental effect of talent hoarding has quantitatively large impacts on
workers’ realized career progression. When estimating the effect of manager rotations on
workers’ quarterly likelihood to land a major promotion, I find that workers who do not
experience a rotation (and therefore are more likely to be deterred by talent hoarding) face
up to four times lower quarterly promotion likelihoods than workers who do experience a
major promotion.

Taken together, my findings document that talent hoarding substantially deters workers’
career progression and appears to particularly hold back high-quality workers that the firm
would like to promote, as illustrated by the high marginal hiring probabilities of marginal
applicants. These results provide strong evidence in support of the hypothesis that talent
hoarding causes misallocation of talent within the firm.

7.2 Effects on Gender Disparities

Talent hoarding might not affect all workers equally. Instead, it might particularly affect
workers who depend more on managerial support or are more sensitive about confrontation

32These results are in line with findings in Figure 4, Panel A and Figure5 which illustrate that manager
rotations have substantially larger application effects on workers in the top quartile of quality compared
to workers in the bottom quartile of a quality. Worker quality is measured by running an OLS regression
of workers’ internal hiring probability on worker characteristics and using the predicted value as a quality
index.
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with their manager. Motivated by previous work on gender differences in social preferences
(Bertrand 2011), I test whether talent hoarding has differential effects by gender.

Talent hoarding deters a larger share of female applicants from applying for major pro-
motions compared to males. Table 4, Columns 1 and 2 provide OLS estimates for the
effect of manager rotation on applications for major promotions. Estimation is conducted
separately by gender and is based on Equation 1. Both men and women experience sta-
tistically significant and economically meaningful increases in applications in the quarter
in which the manager rotation occurs. For men, applications increase by 0.0057 compared
to a 0.0054 baseline application rate, representing a 106% increase. For women, manager
rotations increase the baseline application rate of 0.0038 by 0.0110, leading to a 290% rise
in applications.

Deterred women forgo higher-stakes applications than their male counterparts. Table 4,
Columns 3 and 4 report the 2SLS estimate of βIV from Equation 3, which are separately
estimated by gender and capture the probability to land a major promotion for marginal
applicants. Both men and women experience positive and statistically significant marginal
hiring probabilities of 13% and 24%, respectively. However, women’s hiring probability is
almost twice as big as men’s, implying that talent hoarding is more consequential for women’s
career progression than men’s.

Not only would marginal female applicants be more likely to land promotions, they
would also be more likely to perform well in these positions. Table 4, Columns 5 and 6
present the 2SLS estimate for landing a major promotion and performing better than the
average in the new team one year later. Marginal male and female applicants face positive
marginal probabilities to outperform their teams, suggesting that these workers would leave
productivity on the table if not promoted. Importantly, women, who have a marginal hiring
probability of 17%, are almost three times more likely to outperform their teams than men,
who face a marginal probability of 6%. This finding suggests that talent misallocation due
to talent hoarding is more severe for women than for men.

Disparate effects of talent hoarding by gender may also manifest by deterring applications
for workers from different parts of the applicant quality distribution within each gender. To
examine this possibility, I compare the characteristics of marginal applicants by gender using
a complier analysis. I follow the approach from Abadie (2003) to compute characteristics
for the group of marginal applicants, who would not have applied in absence of the manager
rotation.33 I compare the characteristics of these workers, who were deterred from applying
by their managers, to the overall population and always takers, who independently select
into applying, separately by gender. I compute characteristics for always takers by using
an OLS regression similar to the 2SLS approach of Abadie (2003).34 To guarantee a valid

33Under standard IV assumptions discussed in Section 5, complier characteristics can be estimated as
E[Xit|Compliers] for some characteristic Xit. I calculate average complier characteristics and standard
errors by performing two-stage least squares using the first-stage Equation 1 and a reduced-form equation
replacing the outcome variable in Equation 2 with XitAit, where Xit corresponds to a characteristic of
individual i and Ait is a binary indicator for i applying in quarter t.

34I run an OLS regression of XitAit(1 − Zit) on Ait(1 − Zit), which allows me to estimate
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comparison between compliers, always takers and the population, I adjust population char-
acteristics using the same set of baseline controls used in computing complier and always
taker characteristics.35

The first three columns in Table 5, Panel B represent the comparison for male employees,
while the last three columns refer to females. Columns 1 and 4 provide adjusted means for
the employee population in %. The estimate of 97 in the first row of the first column
means that 97% of male employees in my sample work full time. Columns 2 and 5 represent
characteristics for always takers. Columns 3 and 6 represent complier characteristics. Female
marginal applicants are much more qualified than males. 76% of women have a graduate
degree, compared to only 61% of men. 75% of women had a high performance rating in the
past, compared to 63% of men. 71% of marginal female applicants have a high potential
rating, compared to 35% of men. Strikingly, the positive selection, relative to the average
worker in my sample (Columns 1 and 4) and to always takers (Columns 2 and 5) is much
stronger for women than for men. These findings suggest that the marginal applicant who
is deterred from applying through talent hoarding is of much higher quality for women
compared to men, implying that managers’ influence has a larger effect for women.

Finally, I assess the disparate effect of talent hoarding by gender by estimating how
gender inequality at the firm would look like in absence of talent hoarding. To measure
short-term effects, I use workers’ earnings and hierarchy level one year later. Consistent with
the interpretation of βIV as the LATE for marginal applicants, I make use of the potential
outcomes framework for marginal applicants to assess the effect of applications on these
short-term outcomes. The potential outcome Y 0 refers to the untreated state, representing
workers’ outcomes one year later had they not applied for promotions. The treated state is
denoted by Y 1, referring to workers’ outcomes one year later had they applied for promotions.
I estimate the gender gap separately in each potential outcomes state using an OLS regression
based on Equation 4:

Yi,t+4 = α0 + α1Femaleit + α2Xit + αt + ηit (4)

I include the same set of controls Xit as in previous models. The coefficient of interest is α1,
representing the gender gap in each potential outcome state.36 I use two outcome variables,
log annual real earnings and hierarchy levels, measured in quarter t + 4. Comparing the
gender gap in the untreated state, α0

1, to the gender gap in the treated state, α1
1, allows

me to evaluate the effect of applications on gender disparities in career progression and
earnings. The advantage of using this potential outcomes framework is that it allows a
comparison of the same set of individuals across two different potential outcomes, avoiding

E[Xit|Always takers].
35Comparing adjusted means is particularly sensible in my setting since men and women differ substan-

tially in their characteristics and positions they hold, which likely distorts this comparison. However, my
conclusions are robust to covariate adjustment.

36Following the literature assessing gender pay gaps, my preferred estimator of the gender gap is comprised
of a joint regression in which Xit is restricted to have the same impact on both men and women. However,
my results are robust to estimating separate equations by gender.
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potential composition bias. Note that focusing the analysis of reduced talent hoarding on
the subsample of marginal applicants is particularly straightforward since they represent the
group of workers who is deterred by talent hoarding and whose potential outcomes matter
for this analysis.

Figure 6, Panel A presents estimates of log annual real earnings in quarter t + 4 for
marginal applicants in both potential outcomes by gender. Outcomes are measured in per-
centiles. Both men and women experience higher earnings if they choose to apply. Strikingly,
applications seem to reduce the gender earnings gap by 77% relative to the untreated state.
Similar differences arise with respect to hierarchy levels, as shown in Figure 6, Panel B.
Applying increases workers’ hierarchy level within one year and seems to reduce gender
disparities in hierarchy levels by 91%. Given that the decision to seek promotions occurs re-
peatedly over workers’ careers, these findings suggest that gender differences in applications
play a quantitatively important role for gender disparities in worker outcomes, such as career
progression and earnings. It is notable that a 91% reduction in the gender hierarchy gap
corresponds to a 77% reduction in the earnings gap. This result suggests that applications
play an important mediating role for the disparate effect fo talent hoarding by gender.

Overall, I find strong evidence for the disparate effect of talent hoarding by gender, which
causes higher-ability women to forgo high-stakes applications to promotions, in which they
would have performed well, substantially contributing to gender inequality in representation
and pay.

7.3 Exacerbating Factors of Talent Hoarding

The large gender differences in the effects of talent hoarding raise the question of whether
gender-related factors are driving managers’ talent hoarding behavior.

My results indicate that managers’ characteristics, such as gender, do not play a role
for talent hoarding effects. Table 6, Panel A compares the application effects of manager
rotations by manager gender (Columns 1 and 2), experience as a manager (Columns 3 and
4), and age (Columns 5 and 6). I find no evidence for statistically significant differences
between the rotation effects of different types of managers. Importantly, male managers
do not seem to cause larger effects than female managers.37 These findings suggest that
in contrast to other settings studied in the literature, such as in Cullen and Perez-Truglia
(2019), the impacts that managers have on workers in terms of talent hoarding do not depend
on managers’ gender. Moreover, rotation effects do not vary by manager quality, as measured
by managers’ own performance rating and teams’ past attrition and absenteeism rates. Table
6, Panel B documents the absence of statistically significant differences between managers
of different quality.

While rotation effects measure the combination of manager and worker effects, and there-
37This finding holds both for the total sample of workers, as well as when restricting to either gender.

In addition, I find no statistically significant differences regarding rotation effects of manager who have the
same versus the opposite gender compared to the worker.
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fore might be driven by differences in managers’ talent hoarding activity and workers’ sen-
sitivity to talent hoarding, I am able to use my explicit measure of talent hoarding through
suppression of worker visibility to separately analyze which factors predict managers’ choice
of talent hoarding. First, I analyze whether manager gender affects managers’ propensity to
suppress workers’ visibility as measured by potential ratings (Table 7, Column 1) or nomina-
tion to succession lists (Table 7, Column 2). I find no differential effect by manager gender.38

This results corroborates my earlier findings based on the heterogeneity in first-stage effects.
Next, I analyze whether worker gender affects managers’ decisions whether to make

worker talent visible through rating them as a potential (Table 7, Column 3) or nominating
them to succession lists (Table 7, Column 4). I find no substantial gender difference in
workers’ likelihood of experiencing talent hoarding. This finding suggests that managers do
not engage in larger hoarding efforts for female talents compared to males. Similarly, I find
no gender difference in workers’ likelihood to report fearing negative repercussions due to
talent hoarding in the employee survey (Figure 7).

Instead, based on employees’ survey responses, I find suggestive evidence that men and
women react differently to talent hoarding. Women in my sample seem to place more value
on preserving a good relationship with their manager. Specifically, women are 20% more
likely to rank a good relationship with their supervisor as the most important feature of their
job than similar men (Figure7). In addition, women appear to rely more on managers’ career
guidance compared to men. In the survey, women are 24% more likely than similar men to
mention lacking support of their managers as biggest challenge for their career development
(Figure7). While these findings are only suggestive, they are in line with a large body of
research on gender differences in preferences (Bertrand 2011).

Potential gender differences in workers’ preferences offer an explanation for why tal-
ent hoarding as seemingly gender-neutral organizational friction causes substantial gender
disparities in workers’ career progression, raising awareness for potential unintended conse-
quences with respect to organizational design choices.

8 Conclusion

This paper provides new evidence on talent hoarding as a crucial friction in organizations. I
show that talent hoarding deters workers’ applications for internal job openings, particularly
for promotions. Deterred applications are high-stakes, leading workers to forgo promotions,
in which they would have performed well. Importantly, talent hoarding predominately sup-
presses promotions of high-quality workers, causing misallocation of talent at the firm. The
magnitude of deterred worker mobility is substantial, causing quarterly promotion rates to
be four times lower than without talent hoarding.

While I find no evidence for managers hoarding men and women differentially, talent
38In addition, a F-test of all manager characteristics included in these logit regressions – which besides

gender include age, marital and family status, tenure and experience as manager at the firm, division,
function, and location – rejects their joint significance.
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hoarding is much more consequential for women’s careers. In particular, I show that there
exists a large group of highly qualified women who would been willing to apply for promotions
in absence of talent hoarding and who would have likely landed and performed well in these
promotions. Moreover, my results suggest talent hoarding substantially exacerbates gender
inequality with respect to workers’ career progression and pay.

My finding of talent hoarding as an organizational friction seems to reflect a common
pattern in organizations. In a survey of the top 20 publicly listed firms in Germany, over
83% of firms report negative effects of talent hoarding on their internal talent allocation,
underlining the external validity of my results. If anything, the findings in this paper repre-
sent a lower bound of managers’ talent hoarding opportunities since workers at the studied
firm actively apply for promotions. In organizations in which managers make autonomous
promotion decisions, incentives of talent hoarding are likely larger, as long as promotions
involve transitions out of the current team.

With respect to potential remedies of talent hoarding, this paper documents the impor-
tant role that applications play as mediating mechanism of inequality at the firm. My results
suggest that policies, which increase worker applications, are likely effective at mitigating
the negative effects of talent hoarding. One feasible policy in this setting is reflected by
providing workers with cover to apply, for instance by implementing regular applications
schedules that predetermine workers’ applications and hence eliminate any fears about po-
tential negative repercussions. Alternatively, policies in which workers are approached by
an organizational agent, such as the human resources department, and are invited to apply
could help mitigate the negative effects of talent hoarding.
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9 Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Effect of Manager Rotations on Applications and Job Transitions

Panel A. Application Probability

Panel B. Cumulative Transition Probability

Notes: This figure documents the dynamics of internal applications (Panel A) and job
transitions (Panel B) around a manager rotation. Panel A presents estimates from an
event study regression, in which the outcome is an indicator that the worker applied in a
given quarter and event time is defined relative to the occurrence of a manager rotation.
The specification includes individual and quarter fixed effects. I bin event time dummy
variables at t = −8 and t = 4 and cluster standard errors at the individual level. The
mean application rate as of t = −4 is 0.027. The sample of 3,xxx workers includes
those who have not experienced a manager rotation (i.e. never-treated). Panel B plots
the cumulative share of workers who have exited the team via internal (i.e. within the
firm) and external (i.e. out of the firm) job transitions around a manager rotation.
Workers are assigned to their team as of ten quarters before the team experiences a
manager rotation.
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Figure 2: Robustness Tests of the Effect of Manager Rotations

Panel A. Results by Outcome of Manager Application

Panel B. Results by Type of Rotating Teammate

Notes: This figure tests the robustness of the application effects of manager rotations.
Estimates stem from event study regressions, in which the outcome is an indicator that
the worker applied in a given quarter and event time is defined relative to the occurrence
of a rotation event. The specification includes individual and quarter fixed effects. I
bin event time dummy variables at t = −8 and t = 4 and cluster standard errors
at the individual level. The mean application rate as of t = −4 is 0.027. The sample
includes those who have not experienced a manager rotation (i.e. never-treated). Panel
A compares a successful manager rotation (in blue, N=3, xxx) to a placebo event, in
which a manager applied for an internal job rotation, but did not land the position and
stayed in the team (in orange, N= 1,xxx). Panel B compares a manager rotation (in
blue, N=3, xxx) to the rotation of the most senior coworker (in orange, N= 2x,xxx).
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Figure 3: Average Deviation Between Managers’ Private and Public Signal of Worker Talent
as Measure for Managers’ Talent Hoarding Propensity
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Notes: This figure documents the average deviation by manager between public and private
signals of worker talent, which serves as a measure of managers’ talent hoarding propensity.
The y-axis reports the number of unique managers with a given deviation. Each year, managers
simultaneously conduct a performance rating (i.e. private signal of worker talent only shared with
worker) and potential ratings (i.e. public signal of worker talent that is widely circulated) for each
worker in their team. I compute the deviation between managers’ public and private signal of
worker talent by comparing managers’ actual potential rating to the predicted potential rating
based on managers’ own assessment of worker performance and worker characteristics. Values
below zero represent managers who on average lower their public signal below their private signal
of worker talent, which I define as talent hoarding. I use the bottom (marked in orange) and top
(marked in blue) tercile of this distribution to classify managers as high versus low propensity to
hoard talents. The total number of observations is 7,xxx.
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Figure 4: Heterogeneity in Application Effects by Predicted Level of Hoarding

A. Worker quality

B. Team size
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Notes: This figure estimates heterogeneous impacts of managers hoarding talent and demonstrates
larger impacts of manager rotations on worker applications for subgroups that are expected to
experience high instead of low predicted levels of hoarding. Each coefficient stems from a separate
regression based on Equation 1. Panels A, B, and C focus on workers in the bottom and top
quartile of the respective measure to distinguish between high and low levels of hoarding. Panel
A uses a quality index, constructed using the predicted value from an OLS regression of workers’
internal hiring probability on worker characteristics. Panel B uses team size (high: <4 teammates,
low : >9 teammates). Panel C uses the average number of days it takes to replace a position (high:
>174 days, low : <135 days). Panels D and E compare rotations of manager types with high versus
low propensity to hoard. Panel D uses the average deviation between managers’ public and private
signals of worker talent. Panel E uses subordinates’ probability to be nominated to succession
lists. Controls: Gender, age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave, division,
position title, function, location, full time, hours, leadership responsibility, direct reports, past
mobility, quarter, performance, and potential rating.
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Figure 5: Heterogeneity in Application Effects by Manager Type and Worker Quality
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Notes: This figure estimates heterogeneous impacts of talent hoarding by worker quality and
demonstrates larger impacts of talent hoarding on worker applications for high-quality workers
than low-quality workers. Each coefficient stems from a separate regression based on Equation 1.
Manager types are defined as low versus high talent-hoarder using the average deviation between
managers’ public and private signals of worker talent. The upper panel restricts to the subsample
of workers in the top quartile of quality, the lower panel focuses on the top bottom quartile
of quality. Controls: Gender, age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave,
division, position title, function, location, full time, hours, leadership responsibility, direct reports,
past mobility, quarter, performance, and potential rating.
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Figure 6: Potential Outcomes by Application Status for Marginal Applicants

Panel A. Log Real Annual Earnings at t+ 4
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Panel B. Hierarchy Level at t+ 4
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Notes: This figure displays the effect of increasing applications (through manager rotations) on
short-term outcomes for marginal applicants measured in percentiles. Panel A presents workers’
log real annual earnings in quarter t + 4. Panel B presents workers’ hierarchy level in quarter
t + 4. The left two bars in each panel represent the potential outcomes for marginal applicants
in the untreated state (i.e. had they not applied). The right two bars represent the potential
outcome for marginal applicants in the treated state (i.e. had they applied). The point estimates
and robust standard errors are based on Equation 4. The total number of observations is 4xx,xxx.
Controls: Age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave, division, position title,
function, location, full time, hours, leadership responsibility, direct reports, past mobility, quarter,
performance, and potential rating.
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Figure 7: Gender Differences in Survey Responses
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Notes: This figure displays survey responses separately estimated by gender. The first two bars
represent the share of respondents who report fearing retaliation if their manager were to find
about internal applications. Bars 3 and 4 represent the share of respondents who rank managers’
lacking support as the biggest challenge for their career progression. Bars 5 and 6 report the share
of respondents who rank a good relationship with their manager as the most important feature
of their job. While men and women are similarly likely to report fearing negative repercussions,
women are 24% more likely to value manager support and 20% more likely to value a good
relationship with their manager than similar men. Controls: Age, tenure, schooling, nationality,
kids, function, location, full time, hours, and leadership responsibility. The total number of
observations is 1x,xxx.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of Analysis Sample

Mean Std. deviation p25 p75
Demographics
Female 0.21 0.40 0.00 0.00
German 0.89 0.31 1.00 1.00
Age (years) 43.41 10.03 35.00 51.50
Tenure (years) 13.34 9.65 5.00 19.25
Schooling (years) 15.81 2.74 12.00 18.00
Married 0.62 0.49 0.00 1.00
Kids 0.75 0.43 0.00 1.00
On parental leave 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.00

Position Characteristics
Technical position 0.63 0.48 0.00 1.00
Full time 0.92 0.27 1.00 1.00
Weekly hours 41.15 4.56 40.75 43.50
Leadership responsibility 0.19 0.39 0.00 0.00
Number of direct reports 5.00 3.89 2.00 7.00

Career Progression
High performance rating 0.54 0.50 0.00 1.0
Potential rating 0.27 0.44 0.00 1.00
Time in position (quarters) 13.34 9.74 5.00 21.00
Internal application 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.00
Internal job transition 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.00
Observations 4xx,xxx

Notes: This table reports summary statistics for my quarterly analysis sample from
2015 to 2019. A technical position is defined as a job related to the fields of engineering,
IT, or production. The number of direct reports is only calculated for employees
with leadership responsibility. A high performance rating is defined as sometimes
exceeds expectations or often exceeds expectations. Potential rating refers to supervisors’
assessment of workers’ future potential for higher-level positions. Internal application
and job transition rates are at the quarterly level.To maintain confidentiality, I do not
disclose the exact number of observations.
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Table 2: Application Effects of Manager Rotations by Position Selectivity

Application to
Any position Lateral transition Any promotion Major promotion

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Manager Rotation 0.0229∗∗∗ 0.0052∗∗∗ 0.0169∗∗∗ 0.0066∗∗∗

(0.0026) (0.0014) (0.0022) (0.0013)

Outcome Mean 0.0279 0.0072 0.0187 0.0051
Size of Effect in % 82 73 90 128
Observations 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx

Notes: This table illustrates the effect of manager rotations on worker applications in the same quarter
based on Equation 1. Column 1 shows the effect of manager rotations for any type of application. Column
2 uses applications for lateral transitions as outcome variable. Column 3 focuses on any type of promotion.
Column 4 restricts to applications for major promotions, which are defined as an increase of 20 in the
job hierarchy index and represent large career jumps, such as transitions from specialist to team leader
positions. Controls: Female, age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave, position title,
division, function, location, full time, hours, leadership, direct reports, past mobility, quarter, performance,
and potential rating. Robust standard errors in parentheses.*p< 0.10, **p< 0.05, ***p< 0.001.

Table 3: Promotion Effects of Manager Rotations

OLS IV IV
Applied to Hired for Perform>team average if

major promotion major promotion land major promotion
(1) (2) (3)

Manager Rotation 0.0066∗∗∗ - -
(0.0013) - -

Applied - 0.1516∗∗∗ 0.0809∗∗

- (0.0337) (0.0251)

Outcome Mean 0.0051 0.0008 0.3653
Observations 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx

Notes: This table documents the effects of manager rotations on workers’ career progression. Each
coefficient is based on a separate regression. Column 1 reports the first-stage effect of manager
rotation on applications for major promotions based on Equation 1. Column 2 reports the estimate
from a two-stages least squares regression on landing a major promotion that instruments for
applying with manager rotation based on Equation 3 which represents the LATE. Column 3
estimates a similar two-stages least squares regression, but uses an indicator for landing a major
promotion and performing better than the leave-out team average one year later as outcome
variable. Controls: Gender, age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave,
position title, division, function, location, full time, hours, leadership, direct reports, past mobility,
quarter, performance, and potential rating. Robust standard errors in parentheses.*p< 0.10, **p<
0.05, ***p< 0.001.
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Table 4: Promotion Effects of Manager Rotations by Gender

OLS IV IV
Applied to Hired for Perform>team average if

major promotion major promotion land major promotion
Men Women Men Women Men Women
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Manager Rotation 0.0057∗∗∗ 0.0110∗∗∗ - - - -
(0.001) (0.003) - - - -

Applied - - 0.1309∗∗∗ 0.2428∗∗∗ 0.0616∗∗ 0.1668∗∗

- - (0.036) (0.099) (0.025) (0.081)

Outcome Mean 0.0054 0.0038 0.0008 0.0009 0.3796 0.3546
Observations 3xx,xxx 1xx,xxx 3xx,xxx 1xx,xxx 3xx,xxx 1xx,xxx

Notes: This table provides evidence for the disparate effect of talent hoarding by gender. Each coefficient is
based on a separate regression. Columns 1 and 2 report first-stage effects of manager rotation on applications
for major promotions based on Equation 1. Columns 3 and 4 report estimates from a two-stages least squares
regression on landing a major promotion that instruments for applying with manager rotation based on
Equation 3. Columns 5 and 6 estimate a similar two-stages least squares regression, but use an indicator
for landing a major promotion and performing better than the leave-out team average one year later as
outcome variable. Controls: Age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave, position title,
division, function, location, full time, hours, leadership, direct reports, past mobility, quarter, performance,
and potential rating. Robust standard errors in parentheses.*p< 0.10, **p< 0.05, ***p< 0.001.
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Table 5: Selection of Marginal Applicants (Adjusted Means in %)

Men Women
All Always Marginal All Always Marginal

worker takers applicants workers takers applicants
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Full time 97 98 100 73 82 81
Graduate degree 51 51 61 48 38 76
High performance 56 58 63 47 55 75
Potential 27 44 35 27 43 71

Notes: This table provides a comparison of complier characteristics based on Abadie (2003). All
columns contain adjusted means (in %) and are estimated separately by gender. Columns 1
and 4 represent means for all male and female workers, respectively. Columns 2 and 5 represent
means for always takers. Columns 3 and 6 represent means for marginal applicants. Displayed
results can be interpreted as the share in percent among the respective group. Models used to
compute characteristics include the full set of controls. I find that female marginal applicants are
more positively selected compared to the average population and are more qualified than males,
suggesting that manager rotation affects women more than men. Controls: Female, age, tenure,
schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave, position title, division, function, location,
full-time, hours, leadership responsibility, direct reports, past mobility, quarters, performance
and potential ratings.
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Table 6: Application Effects of Manager Rotation by Manager Characteristics

Panel A: Manager Attributes
Gender Experience as manager Age

Male Female Long Short Old Young
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Manager Rotation 0.0218∗∗∗ 0.0309∗∗∗ 0.0237∗∗∗ 0.0214∗∗∗ 0.0245∗∗∗ 0.0229∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.009) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.003)
Outcome Mean 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028
Adj R-squared 0.013 0.012 0.013 0.012 0.012 0.013
P-value of t-test 0.3187 0.7589 0.8017
Observations 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx

Panel B: Manager Quality

Manager performance Team attrition Team absenteeism
High Low High Low High Low
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Manager Rotation 0.0216∗∗∗ 0.0178∗∗∗ 0.0192∗∗∗ 0.0237∗∗∗ 0.0218∗∗∗ 0.0205∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.005) (0.006) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005)
Outcome Mean 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028
Adj R-squared 0.012 0.013 0.012 0.013 0.012 0.012
P-value of t-test 0.5796 0.4730 0.8588
Observations 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx

Notes: This table illustrates heterogeneity in the effect of manager rotations on worker applications by
manager characteristics. Each coefficient stems from a separate regression based on Equation 1, where
the rotation event is restricted to managers who fulfill the respective characteristic. Panel A compares
application effects by manager gender (Columns 1 and 2), experience as defined by the top versus bottom
quartile of quarters as manager at the firm (Columns 3 and 4), and age split at the sample median of 40 years
(Columns 5 and 6). Panel B compares application effects by manager quality as measured by managers’
own performance rating (Columns 1 and 2), and the team’s past average attrition from the firm (Columns
3 and 4) as well as absenteeism rates (Columns 5 and 6). All splits are done with respect to the top and
bottom quartile of the respective measure. In both panels, I find no statistical difference in the effect between
each pair-wise comparison as indicated by the p-value of the corresponding t-test. Controls: Gender, age,
tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave, position title, division, function, location, full
time, hours, leadership, direct reports, past mobility, quarter, performance, and potential rating. Robust
standard errors in parentheses. *p< 0.10, **p< 0.05, ***p< 0.001.
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Table 7: Impact of Manager and Worker Gender on Talent Hoarding Propensity

Manager-level Worker-level
Potential Succession Potential Succession
rating nomination rating nomination
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Female -0.008 -0.121 -0.023∗ 0.050
(0.220) (0.228) (0.013) (0.036)

Outcome Mean 0.2875 0.3135 0.3768 0.0160
Av ME for Women -0.0016 -0.0245 -0.0034 0.0009
Gender Gap in % -1 -8 -1 6
Pseudo R-squared 0.147 0.357 0.248 0.142
Observations 1,xxx 1,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx

Notes: This table documents the impact of gender on managers’ decisions to make
worker talent visible, which represents a key dimension of talent hoarding. Each column
is based on a separate logit regression where the regressor of interest is whether the
manager is female (Columns 1 and 2) or the worker is female (Columns 3 and 4).
Columns 1 and 2 are at the manager-level and estimate the propensity that managers
manipulate worker visibility through suppressing potential ratings or nominations to
succession lists. Controls include manager age, marital and family status, tenure and
experience at the firm, division, function, and location. Columns 3 and 4 are at the
worker-level and estimate the propensity that workers’ talents are made visible through
rating them as potentials or nominating them to a succession list. Controls include
age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave, position title, division,
function, location, full time, hours, leadership, direct reports, past mobility, quarter,
and performance. I find no evidence that manager or worker gender substantially
affects managers’ talent hoarding decisions. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
*p< 0.10, **p< 0.05, ***p< 0.001.
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A Appendix Figures

Figure A1: Example of Firm’s Internal Job Portal

Panel A. Search Interface

Panel B. Typical Job Ad

Panel C. Application Interface

Notes: This figure provides an stylized example of the firm’s internal job portal. Panel
A displays the search interface, Panel B illustrates a typical job ad, and Panel C presents
the application interface through which employees submit internal applications.
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Figure A2: Placebo Test for Talent Hoarding Measure

Panel A. Internal Applications Panel B. External Transitions

Notes: This figure provides a placebo test for the measure of talent hoarding based on the average deviation
between managers’ public and private signals of worker talent. Each coefficient stems for a separate regression
based on Equation 1. The outcome of interest in Panel A are quarterly applications, Panel B focuses on
external transitions out of the firm. Each panel compares rotations of manager types with high versus
low propensity to hoard. While workers who have been exposed to a manager with high talent hoarding
propensity experience significantly larger application effects when managers rotates, there is no differential
effect with respect to external transitions, suggesting that the talent hoarding measure does not pick up
other differences that might cause larger transition likelihoods.

Figure A3: Number of Manager Rotations by Length in Position
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Notes: This figure illustrates the large variation in the timing of manager rotations, as measured
by the number of quarters a manager has been in their position at the time of rotation.The number
of observations is 1,397, representing the total number of all internal switches in my sample.
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Figure A4: Effect of Manager Rotations on Team-Level Absenteeism Rates

Notes: This figure documents the dynamics of team-level absenteeism rates around a manager
rotation. Estimates stem from an event study regression, in which the outcome is the team average
of absenteeism rates in a given quarter and event time is defined relative to the occurrence of a
manager rotation. The specification includes team and quarter fixed effects. I bin event time
dummy variables at t = −8 and t = 4 and cluster standard errors at the team level. The mean
absenteeism rate as of t = −4 is 0.085. I find no evidence that manager rotations are preceded
by changes in absenteeism. The sample of 6,xx teams includes those who have not experienced a
manager rotation (i.e. never-treated).

Figure A5: Application Effects of Manager Rotations by Exposure Length

Notes: This figure displays heterogeneity in the impact of manager rotation on applications in
the same quarter. Each coefficient stems from a separate regression based on Equation (1) using
the subsamples of workers who have been working under the manager for a particular number of
quarters. I find no evidence for the role of exposure length for the magnitude of the application
effects. Baseline application rates are 0.031 (<1), 0.026 (2), 0.027 (3-4), 0.029 (5-7), 0.030 (8-
10) and 0.026 (11+). The total number of observations are 3x,xxx (<1), 3x,xxx (2), 6x,xxx
(3-4), 5x,xxx (5-7), 3x,xxx (8-10) and 1xx,xxx (11+). Controls: Female, age, tenure, schooling,
nationality, married, kids, parental leave, division, position title, function, location, full time,
hours, leadership responsibility, direct reports, past mobility, quarter, performance, and potential
rating.
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B Appendix Tables

Table A1: Representative Quotations from Employee Survey on Talent Hoarding

Form of Talent Hoarding Representative Quote
Informal underrating "[My] former boss made me look bad at the potential new

superiors behind my back in order to keep me on the team."
Formal underrating "Supervisors suppress potential ratings because of fear that

employees will leave their current position for a promotion."
"Out of fear that workers will leave the team, supervisors tend
to underrate employees."
"My supervisor would certainty find out if I applied to another
position at the firm and that would have a negative impact on
my assessment"

Suppressed development "[Supervisors] keep employees in their positions by preventing
further development, rejecting training courses, and increasing
workloads to prevent capacity for new tasks and development
measures."
"Career development is not supported by direct supervisors,
instead it is actively blocked with the goal of keeping people
in their current positions."

Soft pressure "I decided not to apply internally...because the message com-
municated to me in the employee dialogue was that I can’t
leave the team within three years of joining."
"My boss strongly hinted that in order for my success until
now to be considered I need to follow through on my project
until the very end otherwise my efforts will not be fully taken
into account."

Threats "...my supervisor communicated very openly in a workshop
that if one of his employees applied and was not hired, his
career in his current department would also be at an end."

Retalitation "The position should fit exactly so that negative effects of
applying regarding the current manager are worthwhile."
"Fear of negative reactions from the supervisor: I have seen
it from many colleagues who openly stated that they were
applying. These colleagues then received no further training
and no more interesting projects. The supervisor had written
them off. This made the months leading up to the final change
of job very difficult."

Notes: This table displays employee quotations regarding talent hoarding at the firm. The quo-
tations are based on employees’ free text responses to the questions "What were the reasons why
you decided in the past not to apply for internal job openings at the firm?" and "What are the
main challenges that you have encountered in your career development at at the firm?"
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Table A2: Comparison of Analysis Sample to Respondents of Employee Survey

(1) (2)
Sample Survey

Demographics
Female 0.22 0.24
German 0.91 0.94
Age <30 0.09 0.12
Age 30-39 0.29 0.32
Age 40-49 0.26 0.26
Age >=50 0.35 0.28
Tenure <=2 0.14 0.14
Tenure 3-5 0.16 0.18
Tenure 6-9 0.15 0.17
Kids 0.57 0.58

Position Characteristics
Weekly hours 37 40
Location small 0.16 0.15
Location medium 0.12 0.17
Location large 0.72 0.68
Engineering 0.45 0.41
Finance 0.05 0.05
Marketing and Sales 0.08 0.07
Observations 3x,xxx 1x,xxx

Notes: This table compares average characteristics of
the analysis sample (Column 1) to the subset of em-
ployees who responded to the employee survey (Col-
umn 2). The sample of survey respondents is restricted
to only contain responses who took at more than five
minutes to respond and have no missing observations.
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Table A3: Comparison of Analysis Sample to Representative Survey of German Workforce

(1) (2) (3)
Analysis sample Large manufacturer German workforce

Female 0.21 0.21 0.45
German 0.89 0.85 0.88
Age (years) 43.3 44.4 43.9
Tenure (years) 14 11 7
Schooling (years) 16 12 12
Married 0.61 0.60 0.54
Kids 0.54 0.63 0.62
Weekly hours 41 41 38
Manager 0.18 0.26 0.29
Observations 2x,xxx 1,848 13,791

Notes: This table compares average employee characteristics of my main analysis sample
to representative survey measures for employees in Germany in 2018. Column 1 reports
statistics for my main analysis sample. Column 2 uses data from the BiBB survey on white-
collar employees at manufacturing firms with at least 100 employees in West Germany.
Column 3 uses data from the BiBB survey for all labor force participants in West Germany.
Columns 2 and 3 are weighted to achieve representativeness of the German population.

Table A4: Effect of Manager Rotations on Worker Transitions

(1) (2)
Internal External

Manager Rotation 0.0109∗∗∗ 0.0009
(0.002) (0.001)

Outcome Mean 0.007 0.007
Adj R-squared 0.005 0.007
Observations 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx

Notes: This table provides evidence for talent hoarding as key
mechanism. Columns 1 and 2 report the effect of manager ro-
tations on workers’ internal transitions within the firm (Column
1) and external transitions out of the firm (Column 2) based on
Equation 1. While manager rotations have a statistically signif-
icant and economically meaningful effect on internal transitions,
there is no effect on external transitions. Controls: Gender, age,
tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave, posi-
tion title, division, function, location, full time, hours, leadership,
direct reports, past mobility, quarter, performance, and potential
rating. Robust standard errors in parentheses.*p< 0.10, **p<
0.05, ***p< 0.001.
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Table A5: Testing for Instrument Relevance and Independence

Panel A: Application Effects of Manager Rotation ons
All All Men Women
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Manager Rotation 0.0226∗∗∗ 0.0229∗∗∗ 0.0231∗∗∗ 0.0213∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.006)
Outcome Mean 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.026
Quarter Fixed-Effects X X X X
Other Controls - X X X
Adj R-squared 0.002 0.013 0.012 0.016
Observations 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 3xx,xxx 1xx,xxx

Panel B: Balance Across Worker Characteristics by Manager Rotation
No Rotation Rotation Difference (in %)

(1) (2) (3)
Age in years 43.42 42.83 1
German nationality 0.90 0.88 2
Tenure at firm in years 13.35 12.75 5
Share married 0.62 0.61 2
Share having kids 0.75 0.73 3
Share on parental leave 0.03 0.03 0
Schooling in years 15.81 15.98 -1
Share work full-time 0.92 0.93 -1
Weekly hours 41.15 41.12 0
Number of teammates 9.01 8.96 1
Quarters worked with manager 9.68 9.32 4
Performance rating 2.72 2.70 1
Past earnings growth 0.05 0.05 0
Past share absent 0.09 0.09 0
Past share applied 0.03 0.03 0
Past share internal switch 0.01 0.01 0
Observations 4xx,xxx

Notes: This table tests relevance and independence of manager rotation as an instrument for
workers’ applications. Panel A tests instrument relevance by reporting the first-stage effect of
manager rotation on applications. Columns 1 and 2 contain the full sample, Columns 3 and 4
focus on male and female workers, respectively. The coefficient on manager rotation represents
the estimate of δ1 in Equation 1. I estimate δ1 by OLS regression and assess instrument relevance
by testing the hypothesis that δ1 is significantly different from zero. The instrument is relevant in
each column. Controls: Female, age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave,
position title, division, function, location, full time, hours, leadership, direct reports, past mobility,
performance, and potential ratings. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *p< 0.10, **p< 0.05,
***p< 0.001. Panel B tests instrument independence by comparing average characteristics of
workers, who do not experience a manager rotation (Column 1), and workers, who do experience
a manager rotation (Column 2), in a given quarter. Column 3 represents the differences between
Column 1 and Column 2 as % share of Column 1. Variables that refer to the past represent
workers’ characteristics 12 months before. The balance across worker characteristics in Columns
1 and 2 suggests that manager rotation is as good as randomly assigned.
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Table A6: Testing for Instrument Exclusion

Panel A: IV Estimates on Hiring by Rotating Manager’s Ties to Destination
Division Function Location

Same Different Same Different Same Different
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Applied 0.488∗∗∗ 0.277∗∗∗ 0.548∗∗∗ 0.317∗∗∗ 0.445∗∗∗ 0.590∗∗∗

(0.066) (0.084) (0.074) (0.093) (0.062) (0.181)
Outcome Mean 0.005 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.005 0.002
Adj R-squared 0.252 0.106 0.094 0.019 0.235 0.930
Observations 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx

Panel B: IV Estimates on Hiring by Rotating Manager’s Quality
Promotion Turnover Absenteeism

High Low High Low High Low
Promotion Promotion Turnover Turnover Absenteeism Absenteeism

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Applied 0.479∗∗∗ 0.471∗∗∗ 0.518∗∗∗ 0.463∗∗∗ 0.486∗∗∗ 0.537∗∗∗

(0.111) (0.063) (0.137) (0.060) (0.113) (0.111)
Outcome Mean 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007
Adj R-squared 0.070 0.083 0.000 0.095 0.058 0.039
Observations 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx 4xx,xxx

Panel C: IV Estimates on Hiring by Rotating Manager’s Exposure to Workers
Exposure Length in Quarters

<=1 2-3 4-6 7-8 9-10 11-14
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Applied 0.4429∗∗ 0.3177∗∗ 0.5593∗∗∗ 0.4367∗∗∗ 0.5135∗∗ 0.4227∗∗

(0.199) (0.140) (0.193) (0.138) (0.211) (0.167)
Outcome Mean 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.007
Adj R-squared 0.199 0.250 0.120 0.111 -0.006 0.030
Observations 3x,xxx 6x,xxx 7x,xxx 3x,xxx 3x,xxx 4x,xxx

Notes: This table tests the exclusion restriction of manager rotation as an instrument for workers’ appli-
cations, which asserts that manger rotation does not affect workers’ hiring outcomes other than through
applications. I find no evidence for the violation of the exclusion restriction. Each panel presents two-stages
least squares estimates of applying on getting hired based on Equation 3. Panel A estimates hiring outcomes
for applications to which rotating managers have varying degrees of formal ties. Each column uses a different
outcome variable based on whether the rotating manager has ties to the job opening the worker applies to. If
the rotating manager interferes in hiring outcomes, this effect should be larger in areas in which the manager
is more likely to have closer formal ties. I measure ties using different levels of aggregation: the division
(Columns 1 and 2), the functional area (Columns 3 and 4), and the location the worker applies to (Columns
5 and 6). Panel B estimates hiring outcomes by rotating managers’ quality. If the rotating manager affects
hiring outcomes by increasing workers’ human capital, this effect should be larger for managers with high
managerial quality. I measure managerial quality by using past leave-out means for three outcomes: promo-
tions (Columns 1 and 2), turnover (Columns 3 and 4) and absenteeism (Columns 5 and 6). Each column
uses a different manager type to define the rotation event. Panel C estimates hiring outcomes by manager’s
length of exposure to workers. If the rotating manager affects hiring outcomes by increasing workers’ human
capital, this effect should be larger for employees who have worked under the manager for longer. Each
column uses a different split of workers based on the number of quarters the worker has been with the
manager. Controls: Female, age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental leave, position title,
division, function, location, full time, hours, leadership, direct reports, past mobility, quarter, performance,
and potential ratings. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *p< 0.10, **p< 0.05, ***p< 0.001.
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Table A7: Testing for Instrument Monotonicity

Panel A: Application Effects of Manager Rotations by Subgroup
Sample Observations Baseline application rate First-stage effect Standard error
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Age ≤ 40 years 1xx,xxx 0.0389 0.0244∗∗∗ (0.005)
Age > 40 years 2xx,xxx 0.0204 0.0213∗∗∗ (0.003)
Tenure ≤ 5 years 1xx,xxx 0.0348 0.0282∗∗∗ (0.006)
Tenure > 5 years 3xx,xxx 0.0255 0.0226∗∗∗ (0.003)
Schooling ≤ 13 years 1xx,xxx 0.0203 0.0130∗∗∗ (0.005)
Schooling > 13 years 3xx,xxx 0.0305 0.0258∗∗∗ (0.003)
Married 2xx,xxx 0.0259 0.0203∗∗∗ (0.003)
Not married 1xx,xxx 0.0322 0.0268∗∗∗ (0.005)
Parent 3xx,xxx 0.0265 0.0220∗∗∗ (0.003)
Non-parent 1xx,xxx 0.0337 0.0246∗∗∗ (0.005)
German citizen 4xx,xxx 0.0272 0.0232∗∗∗ (0.003)
Non-German citizen 4x,xxx 0.0338 0.0194∗∗ (0.009)
Leadership responsibility 8x,xxx 0.0242 0.0164∗∗∗ (0.006)
No leadership responsibility 3xx,xxx 0.0287 0.0242∗∗∗ (0.003)
High performance 2xx,xxx 0.0283 0.0284∗∗∗ (0.004)
Low performance 1xx,xxx 0.0289 0.0172∗∗∗ (0.004)

Panel B: Application Effects of Manager Rotations by Predicted Application Propensity
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Never Applied before Low-application High-application
applied applied team team

Manager Rotation 0.0183∗∗∗ 0.0407∗∗∗ 0.0216∗∗∗ 0.0145∗

(0.003) (0.013) (0.003) (0.008)
Outcome Mean 0.017 0.067 0.019 0.067
Adj R-squared 0.008 0.022 0.032 0.078
Observations 3xx,xxx 4x,xxx 3xx,xxx 8x,xxx

Notes: This table tests the monotonicity assumption of manager rotation as an instrument for workers’ applications. Results
in both panels suggest the absence of a large defier population that would violate instrument monotonicity. Panel A presents
first-stage effects of manager rotation on applying for several key subpopulations of interest, as indicated by Column 1. Estimation
is based on Equation 1 and conducted separately in each subpopulation. Column 2 contains the number of observations, Column 3
presents baseline application rates, Column 4 provides first-stage effects and Column 5 contains robust standard errors. I test for
violation of instrument monotonicity by checking for any negative impact of manager rotation on applying. I find that manager
rotation has a positive and statistically significant first-stage effect (Column 4) for each subpopulation. Panel B presents first-stage
effects of manager rotation on applying by workers’ predicted application propensity. I use two approaches to predict workers’
unobserved application propensity. Estimation is based on Equation 1 and conducted separately for each column. Columns 1
and 2 split the sample by workers’ own past application activity. Columns 3 and 4 split the sample by whether teams’ leave-out
application rates in the past were high or low. Workers who themselves or whose teammates have frequently applied in the past
are more likely to have a higher unobserved application propensity, and therefore to be defiers. I find a significant and positive
first-stage effect even for these subsets of workers. Controls: Female, age, tenure, schooling, nationality, married, kids, parental
leave, position title, division, function, location, full time, hours, leadership, direct reports, past mobility, quarter, performance,
and potential ratings. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *p< 0.10, **p< 0.05, ***p< 0.001.



C Data Appendix

C.1 Merging Personnel Records and Application Data

In order to relate internal application and hiring decisions to employees’ career progression
at the firm, I use a five-step matching algorithm to merge personnel records to application
data. The algorithm uses exact matches based on names and date of birth. I estimate a
match quality of over 90% for both men and women.

Before beginning the matching process, I prepare names and birth dates to be matched.
I standardize the names in both data sources. In order to be able to use date of birth in
the matching algorithm, I need to impute birth dates for applicants since it is not contained
in the main application data. I therefore parse 180,000 applicant CVs to isolate the date of
birth for applicants mentioned on the CV and add it to the application data using an unique
applicant identifier. This procedure allows me to capture birth dates for 33% of applicants
in my sample. The remaining applicants will be merged using exact matches based on their
names in later steps of the algorithm.

The matching algorithm follows an iterative process over five steps. In each step, indi-
viduals are only considered for matching if they have not been matched in previous rounds.
The steps are constructed as follows:

– Step 1: Exact match on last name, first name and birth date

– Step 2: Exact match on last name, first name and year of birth

– Step 3: Exact match on last name, first three letters of first name and birth date

– Step 4: Exact match on last name, first three letters of first name and year of birth

– Step 5: Exact match on last name and first name

Note that Step 2 allows for the fact that there are different norms of whether to list month or
day first when stating birth dates on a CV. Step 3 and 4 accommodate that some applicants
add their middle name to their first name. I only keep exact matches. Disambiguous matches
are either resolved by using additional information on occupations, locations and employees’
work history. I evaluate the match rate by checking how many applicants who got hired
and therefore should appear in the personnel records are matched by the algorithm. This
represents a valid alternative to assess match quality, since the algorithm does not contain
any specific treatment of hired applicants compared to applicants who are not hired. Since
it is not clear how many applicants should be matched to the personnel records in the first
place, a simple comparison of applicants and employees is not possible. I find a match rate
of over 90%. The match rate does not differ by gender.
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C.2 Construction of Job Hierarchy

I construct a novel measure of internal job hierarchy using the detailed position characteris-
tics that are available in the personnel data. The main objective of this hierarchy measure
is to provide granular distinctions between positions that are not based on employee pay.

The internal labor market of the manufacturing firm is large and complex, consisting
of 200 different position titles and multiple non-intersecting career paths, implying that
institutional structures, such as the firm’s organizational chart, are not sufficient to create a
hierarchy measure that is comparable across different parts of the firm.

Advancing over previous measures that use position titles alone, I take advantage of the
rich set of job characteristics in the personnel records. I collect characteristics that contain
information on a job’s position in the firm hierarchy that can be interpreted across career
paths. Specifically, I use a position’s managerial autonomy, the number of direct reports, and
the reporting distance to the CEO. I use principal component analysis to combine these char-
acteristics into a one-dimensional hierarchy ranking. The first component of the principal-
component analysis alone explains 61% of variation. In order to construct a one-dimensional
hierarchy index, I use the corresponding loadings on the first component. These loadings are
very granular, capturing over 1,500 different values. The inputs load on the first component
as follows: 0.5599×{leadership responsibility}+0.6341×{managerial authority}+0.5333×
{reporting distance to the CEO}.

This ranking provides a consistent ordering of all positions at the firm, allowing me to
identify promotions as increases in the job hierarchy independent of employees’ career paths.
The cardinality of the hierarchy ranking is also comparable across career paths. I define
a major promotion as a 20% increase in the hierarchy measure. This definition captures
significant increases in the hierarchy, such as a transition from an entry-level job to a team
leader position. However, my findings are robust to alternative thresholds.

Appendix Figure C6 illustrates that the majority of employees (71%) are located at the
bottom of hierarchy (index ≤30). Hierarchy levels differ substantially in terms of character-
istics not used to construct the hierarchy measure, such as importance of bonuses (Appendix
Table A8). Average earnings are highly correlated with the hierarchy measure, implying that
my measure successfully captures differences in position quality that are reflected in wages.
Appendix Figure C7 documents the strong positive correlation of earnings with my measure
of hierarchy. Appendix Figure C8 documents that positions increase in seniority as hierarchy
levels increase.
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Figure C6: Distribution of Hierarchy Index
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Notes: This figure displays the distribution of the continuous index of job hierarchy in my sample.
Low values represent low-level positions, such as entry-level engineering jobs The highest value of
100 represents the CEO. The majority of workers (71%) are situated at positions with a hierarchy
index of 30 or below. The total number of observations is 4xx,xxx.

Figure C7: Fit of Hierarchy Index Compared to Earnings
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Notes: This figure displays the fit of the continuous hierarchy index and the percentile of workers’
log real annual earnings. The figure shows that the hierarchy index, which is not based on pay,
corresponds closely to the earnings measure. However, particularly at the bottom of the hierarchy,
there are many positions for which earnings are similar, but the hierarchy index substantially dif-
fers, suggesting that hierarchy measures solely based on earnings might underestimate differences
in hierarchy. The total number of observations is 4xx,xxx.
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Table A8: Characteristics by Hierarchy Index

Hierarchy Fraction Number Tenure Share External
index bonus/pay reports (years) >= BA hire

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
0-10 0.11 0.00 11.7 0.43 0.025
10-20 0.14 0.05 14.6 0.63 0.014
20-30 0.16 1.95 15.5 0.62 0.007
30-40 0.17 4.31 16.8 0.71 0.003
40-50 0.23 6.56 17.5 0.78 0.002
50-60 0.35 9.11 17.1 0.78 0.001
60-100 0.41 14.02 17.1 0.77 0.002

N 4xx,xxx

Notes: This table reports average characteristics by decile of hierarchy index.
Column 1 reports employees’ bonus pay as fraction of total pay. Column 3
presents the number of direct reports. Note that for the construction of the
hierarchy measure the number of all reports is used, not the number of direct
reports. Column 3 shows employees’ tenure at the firm in years. Column 4
shows the share of employees who hold at least a Bachelor’s degree. Column
5 reports the share of employees who are hired from externally in a given
year. The total number of observations is 4xx,xxx.

Figure C8: Composition of Position Types by Hierarchy Level
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Notes: This figure displays composition of position types by deciles of the continuous hierarchy
index. Most employees at low hierarchy levels work in entry-level jobs, such as engineering or
specialist positions. As hierarchy level increase, the share of employees in leadership positions
rises.The figure shows that positions increase in seniority as hierarchy levels increase. The total
number of observations is 4xx,xxx.
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